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WORLD’S BEST OUTDOOR ACCESSORIES
Coghlan’s line of outdoor accessories began in 1959 starting with
the Camp Stove Toaster. We make better accessories so people
have more fun outdoors. Whether you are a camper, fisherman,
hunter, hiker or just love relaxing in the backyard, Coghlan’s outdoor
accessories have been tried and tested for over almost 60 years.
We are the leading outdoor accessory supplier in the United States
and Canada and distribute over 500 accessories to over 40 countries
throughout the world. Coghlan’s maintains two fully stocked central
distribution centers in Eagan, Minnesota and Winnipeg, Manitoba.
We maintain large amounts of inventory and our fill rate is over 99%
so out of stocks are minimized.
When you partner with Coghlan’s, you bring the strength of the
leading outdoor accessory brand to your store. Our products have
a high turn rate and are always improving. Every year we come up
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with new and innovative products to complement our assortment. We
constantly update our product line with new features and packaging
revisions to drive impulse sales.
Coghlan’s brings to you the best service and product in the business.
Best of all, you can benefit from high profit margins combined with
the best quality products making Coghlan’s the first and best choice
for outdoor accessories in your store.
Email the Order Desk: orderdesk@coghlans.com

Over 500 Products
99% Fill Rate
Environmentally Friendly Packaging
Leader in Outdoor Accessories Since 1959

IT ALL STARTED WITH A TOASTER...
Canada, two companies that offer meaningful work for
Sixty years ago Norm Coghlan founded Coghlan’s Ltd.
people with disabilities. Both Opportunity Partners and
with the Camp Stove Toaster, establishing the foundation
ImagineAbility assemble and package products and
for what would become the largest single brand of
assist in fulfilling orders. Coghlan’s was Opportunity
camping accessories in the world. Prior to forming his
Partners’ first large client and is their oldest. This
own company, Norm Coghlan sold lanterns, camp
partnership has made it possible for
stoves, and parts primarily to
people with disabilities to earn wages
the hardware market in the
We are the leading outdoor
and prosper in the community for more
United States and Canada.
accessory supplier in the
than 50 years. It is this relationship that
In 1959, he bought a small
United
States
and
Canada,
sets us apart, allowing us to give back to
service depot in downtown
our community and provide meaningful
and distribute over 500
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
work to those who take great pride in a
accessories throughout the
and operated it as a private
job well done.
company. At that time, the

United States, Canada, South

In 2015, Coghlan’s acquired the McNett
newly born Coghlan’s Gas
America, Europe, Africa, Asia
Corporation based out of Bellingham,
Appliances concentrated on
and
Australia.
Washington. McNett has been servicing
the natural gas heating market
the outdoors market for 35 years under
that was growing in Winnipeg.
the
brands
Gear
Aid, M Essentials, McNett Tactical,
Norm Coghlan also added camping equipment such as
Outgo
and
Aquamira.
Now called Gear Aid, the product
tents, sleeping bags and air mattresses. Many campers
line
features
over
100
products to help you get more
would come in to the store to get their camp stoves and
from
your
gear,
improve
your odds in the field and
lanterns serviced, and at the same time they would buy
travel
smarter.
Together,
Coghlan’s
and Gear Aid are
or rent other camping equipment.
expanding
their
already
large
product
offering to lead
Customers who came to the store wanted a way to
the
outdoor
accessory
market
and
beyond.
make toast on their pump-up gasoline camp stove.
Norm bought this product from a U.S. based company
and they sold very readily in Coghlan’s retail store. After
inquiring with the toaster manufacturer, Norm found out
that the toaster was being discontinued. He bought their
entire inventory, rented a storage facility and this began
Coghlan’s distribution of camping accessories facilitating
people’s outdoor enjoyment across the globe.

Today, tradition holds true. The Camp Stove Toaster is
still in the product line - but now alongside over 500
accessories that make being in the outdoors more
enjoyable. Coghlan’s provides superior product and
packaging, outstanding customer service, and maintains
community relationships to make us the first choice in
outdoor accessories.

As popularity grew for accessories over the years and
the line expanded, we added a central warehouse in St.
Paul, Minnesota, in addition to our Winnipeg, Manitoba
warehouse - eventually shipping to over 40 countries
worldwide.
To keep up with demand, Coghlan’s teamed up with
Opportunity Partners in the US and ImagineAbility in

IT ALL STARTED WITH A TOASTER
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PLANOGRAM FOR SUCCESS
Merchandising an outdoor accessory selection that
maximizes sales and profits can be challenging.
Coghlan’s has 60 years of outdoor accessory experience
to bring to your shelves with merchandising software to
provide the best layout support. Coghlan’s Planograms
make it easy to organize your retail shelves so it is easy
for customers to shop and increase revenues. Coghlan’s
will design the layout of your products so that your wall
and shelves of accessories come alive and do the selling
for you. Whether you’re an existing customer or new to
the outdoor accessories category let Coghlan’s assist
you in your Planogram needs. It’s fast and is included as
a value-added service.

You’ll experience:
• Greater sales
• Stronger turns
• Higher profit per square foot
• Tighter inventory control and reduced out
of stocks
• Faster replenishment
• Satisfied customers
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PLANOGRAMS

Spaceman Merchandising Software visually organizes Coghlan’s products to create an optimal
layout for your specific
fixtures.

REAL GREEN
Coghlan’s commitment to the outdoors does not just
stop at great gadgets and accessories.
In 2008, we began to fulfill a mission to update our iconic
“green and yellow” packaging. Our goal was to enhance
our brand visuals by incorporating a look that was true
to the outdoors while reducing packaging materials to
lessen our impact on the environment.

G
R
E
E
N

–
–
–
–
–

Great outdoor accessories
Reusable and recyclable packaging
Ethically sourced products
Extensive product selection
New products every year

The result was a package design that retained the
brand identity so many consumers identify with and
reduced the packaging materials to become more
environmentally friendly.
Today, we are still rolling out new products with reduced
packaging and we are also revising our existing products
to reduce the footprint of the product and decrease the
packaging materials required for each item.
Coghlan’s is confident our new packaging will keep
our products' impulse sales fresh and deliver a product
that continues to position us as the leader in outdoor
accessories. Our approach to green is real, it’s in our
history, in our packaging and it’s ready for the outdoors.

860BP - Previous Style

860BP - New Style

COGHLAN’S HELPING HANDS
Coghlan’s Ltd. has enjoyed a long and valued relationship
with five community organizations who provide meaningful
work for people with a wide range of intellectual
disabilities. Coghlan’s is partnered with Opportunity
Partners and AccessAbility in the USA, and ImagineAbility,
Epic/Smile St. Malo and enVision of Manitoba, Canada.
Coghlan’s has chosen to support these community
organizations because it creates jobs for people within
our communities. These organizations help with the
assembly, quality control and packaging of Coghlan’s
products — in fact over 152 Coghlan’s products are
assembled and packaged by these special individuals
with great pride and attitude.
Opportunity Partners, the largest of these organizations,
helps people with disabilities prepare for work in
the community and succeed in the workplace, either
independently or as members of a work team.
Coghlan’s will continue our over 50 year advocacy of these
organizations, believing that it is important to give back
to our communities. Thank you to all of our helping hands!

COGHLAN'S GREEN INITIATIVE
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#2159

WATER PUMP

Coghlan's Water Pump offers hassle-free hydration for any campsite
or backyard. This USB-Charged electric water pump installs on the
spout of standard sized cooler jugs in seconds, so you can drink
bottled water at your campsite, without having to waste single-use
bottles. With one-touch operation, it's easy enough for the whole
family to use. The pump can dispense up to 30 US Gal. (113 L) of water
on a single charge. The pump also comes with a weather-resistant
nylon cover to protect it against the elements.
• Includes water pump, hose, weather-resistant cover,
USB charging cord, and metal spout with gasket
• Also makes a great handwashing station
• For use with rigid water containers only
• Flow rate: approximately 70 fl. oz. (2 L) per minute
• 4/case
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NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2021

#2155

SILICONE STRAWS

Coghlan’s Silicone Straws are reusable alternatives to plastic straws
that are easy to clean. No cleaning brush required. No need to worry
about cleaning the straws properly or losing a tiny ineffective cleaning
brush because these straws open up completely down the middle so
they can be thoroughly washed by hand in seconds.
•
•
•
•
•

4 straws per pack, 1 red, 1 blue, 1 green, 1 yellow
Made with FDA approved silicone
Each straw measures 9" x .43" (231 mm x 11 mm)
Easy to clean
8/case

Opens to clean

#2125

BEAR BELL WITH CARABINER

Coghlan's classic bear bell has improved with a new attachment style.
The carabiner attaches in seconds to a pet collar, backpack or belt to
jingle as you go, and warn bears or other critters of your presence.
The attached mesh storage pouch has a sewn-in magnet to silence
the bell when not in use.
• Attached mesh storage pouch
with magnetic silencer
• Won't stick to pet hair (no hook and loop closure)
• 12/case

NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2021
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#2172

FIRESIDE GAMING KIT

Play thousands of different games on the go with this kit full of
essential classic gaming items. When the games are over, it all stores
inside the included tin box. Game rules included for Go-Fish, War,
Yatzy, and more.
• Includes 1 deck of cards, 6 wooden dice, 1 note pad, 1 pencil
• Reusable tin box for storage, and game rule sheet also included
• Tin measures: 6.1" x 4.1" x .86"
(155 mm x 105 mm x 21 mm)
• For ages 6+
• 6/case

#2174

FIRESIDE STORY DICE

Telling stories by the fire is a tradition as old as camping itself and
Coghlan's wants to bring back that tradition with Fireside Story
Dice. Just roll the dice and make a story based on the symbols that
come up. The best part about this game is that there are no rules.
The symbols can mean whatever you want and are simply meant as
springboards for story ideas. If you need help getting started, the dice
are colored by theme. (i.e. Orange for things, blue for places...) When
the storytelling is done, the dice can be stored in the included durable
tin box.
• Includes wooden 12 dice and storage tin
• Tin measures: 3.75" x 2.74" x .98"
(95 mm x 69 mm x 24 mm)
• For ages 6+
• 6/case
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NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2021

#2170

SCAVENGER HUNT

Turn outdoor learning into a fun adventure hike with Coghlan's
Scavenger Hunt. Each set includes two plastic treasure boxes with
removable dividers and, two game cards with pictures of all the
objects to find, like different kinds of leaves or rocks, acorns and
various other items.
• Includes 2 scavenger hunt cases,
and 2 double-sided game cards
• Package dimensions 4" x 7" x 1.92"
(104 mm x 178 mm x 48 mm)
• More game cards available at Coghlans.com
• For ages 6+
• 4/case

#2185

NET TOSS SET

Coghlan's Net Toss Set is an ultra-portable way to play this classic
beanbag toss game. Using collapsible target nets this game can be
set up anywhere in a matter of seconds. Nets are easily secured in
place with the 4 included steel anchor pegs.
• Includes 2 nets, 2 poles, 4 pole caps, 6 beanbags
(3 red, 3 yellow), 4 anchor pegs, storage pouch
• Each net is 10" (25.4 cm) wide
• Product Dimensions: 10.5” x 11.5” x 1"
(266 mm x 292 mm x 25 mm)
• For ages 6+
• 4/case

NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2021
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#2180

3-IN-1 TOWER GAME

Coghlan's has put a new twist on the classic tower brick game with
this 3-in-1 game set. Along with the classic tower game, this set can
also be used to play dominoes or a matching game with the symbols
printed on the bricks. Game rules included.
• Includes 54 wooden bricks, cardboard
stacking sleeve, storage pouch
• Stacked tower dimensions: 2.5" x 2.5" x 9"
(63 mm x 63 mm x 228 mm)
• For ages 6+
• 4/case

#2182

3-IN-1 GAME ROLL

Classic gaming on the go is simple and convenient with Coghlan's 3-in1 Game Roll. This set of two game boards and 50 game pieces has
everything you need to play 3 classic board games: Chess, Checkers,
and Pachisi (a.k.a. Ludo or Horse). The game boards are made of felt,
making them easy to clean and easy to store when rolled up.
• Includes checkers/chess game board,
Pachisi Game Board, 32 chess/checkers
pieces, 16 pachisi game pieces, 2 dice,
game piece pouch, storage pouch
• Full kit in stuff sack measures: 3" x 3" x 7.5"
(76 mm x 76 mm x 190 mm)
• For ages 6+
• 4/case
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NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2021

#2132

NECK PILLOW

Comfortable napping on the go is easy as ever with Coghlan's Neck
Pillow. This inflatable neck pillow features a rapid flow, two-way valve,
so it can be inflated or deflated in seconds. Great for travelling on
airplanes, trains, buses or in the car.
•
•
•
•
•

Storage pouch included
Soft to the touch material
Rapid flow, two-way valve
2-way, quick release neck adjustment strap
Inflates to approximately
10.6” x 12.7” x 3.7” (270 mm x 325 mm x 95 mm)
• Packs down to 2.1” x 2.1” x 3.9”
(55 mm x 55 mm x 100 mm)
• 6/case

Inflate mode

Deflate mode

Neck cord adjusters

#2135

TRAVEL PILLOW

Whether in the tent, RV or anywhere else you're going to set down for
the night, Coghlan's Travel Pillow will have you sleeping in comfort.
With its rapid flow, two-way valve, this pillow will unpack or repack in
seconds from its convenient storage pouch.
•
•
•
•

Storage pouch included
Soft to the touch material
Rapid flow, two-way valve
Inflates to approximately
16.7” x 10.4” x 3.9” (425 mm x 265 mm x 100 mm)
• Packs down to 2.5" x 2.5 " 4.5"
(65 mm x 65 mm x 115 mm)
• 6/case

Inflate mode

Deflate mode

NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2021
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#2140

SEAT CUSHION

Coghlan's will have you sitting in style and comfort wherever you go
with this this inflatable Seat Cushion. Great for park benches, stadium
seats, picnic tables, hard ground, and many others places. Self-inflates
to half full in seconds, and a few puffs of air inflates completely.
• Storage pouch included
• Soft to the touch material
• Inflates to approximately
11.8” x 15.3” x .86” (30 cm x 39 cm x 2.2 cm)
• Packs to 2.6" x 2.6" x 6.4" (67 mm x 67 mm x 165 mm)
• 4/case

Easy-twist valve

#2150

RAIN COVER

This sheet of durable waterproof nylon has drawstring channels
around the edges to make it fit perfectly around various items that you
use outdoors. Great for covering small wagons, bicycles, woodpiles,
and many other things.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Made with strong waterproof nylon
Sewn-in drawstring with 2 cord locks, 1 on each end
Storage pouch included
Dimensions: 32” x 48” (81.2 cm x 121.9 cm)
Packs to 3.2" x 3.2" x 5.1" (82 mm x 82 mm x 130 mm)
4/case
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NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2021

OUTDOOR DINING
FOOD PREPARATION AND STORAGE
#2159

WATER PUMP

#2082

Coghlan's Water Pump offers hassle-free hydration for any campsite or
backyard. This USB-Charged electric water pump installs on the spout
of standard sized cooler jugs in seconds, so you can drink bottled
water at your campsite, without having to waste single-use bottles.
With one-touch operation, it's easy enough for the whole family to use.
The pump can dispense up to 30 US Gal. (113 L) of water on a single
charge. The pump also comes with a weather-resistant nylon cover to
protect it against the elements.
• Includes water pump, hose, weather-resistant cover,
USB charging cord, and metal spout with gasket
• Also makes a great handwashing station
• For use with rigid water containers only
• Flow rate: approximately 70 fl. oz. (2 L) per minute
• 4/case

COLLAPSIBLE SINK

This durable TPR and PP plastic basin is built rugged and simple
for various tasks around the campsite or RV. The food-safe material
makes the Collapsible Sink great for washing dishes and utensils, or
for use as a large serving bowl. With hanging holes on the rim and
the ability to collapse to only 1.96" (5 cm) tall, they are easy to store
in tight places.
•
•
•
•

Made with food-safe TPR and PP plastics
Color: White/blue
9 L capacity
Dimensions: 14.76" (37.5 cm) diameter, 5.5" (14 cm)
deep when expanded, 1.96" (5 cm) deep when collapsed
• 4/case

OUTDOOR DINING - FOOD PREPARATION AND STORAGE
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COLLAPSIBLE BUCKETS

Coghlan's Collapsible Buckets are handy for all sorts of tasks at the
campsite, or in the yard. Made of durable, food-safe TPR and PP
plastics, these buckets can handle everything from collecting berries
to carrying tools. With hanging holes on the rim and the ability to
collapse to only a few inches, they are easy to store in tight places.
Available in two sizes.
• Recessed handle in the bottom of the bucket and spout on top to make pouring
water easy
• Made with food-safe TPR and PP plastics
• Color: White/blue

#2080 - 1.3 Gal.
Collapsible Bucket

• 1.3 US Gallon (5 L) capacity
• Dimensions: 10" (25.5 cm) diameter,
7.28" (18.5 cm) deep when expanded,
2.1" (5.3 cm) deep when collapsed
• 4/case

#2081 - 2.6 Gal.
Collapsible Bucket

• 2.6 US Gallon (10 L) capacity
• Dimensions: 13" (33 cm)
diameter, 9.1" (23 cm)
deep when expanded,
2.2' (5.5 cm) deep
when collapsed
• 4/case

#2080

#2081

ODOR PROOF STORAGE BAGS

Food safe and BPA free, these ultra-durable 3.6 mil plastic bags
feature an airtight seal to keep odors and moisture from escaping.
They are also great for laundry, personal items and bait.
• Printed area for self-labeling
• Reusable and freezer safe
• Food safe and BPA free

#1652 - Odor Proof Storage Bags #1656 - Odor Proof Storage Bags
• 4" x 5.5" (10.2 cm x 13.9 cm)
• 8/package
• 6/case

#1654 - Odor Proof Storage Bags

•
•
•
•

Gusseted for extra storage
11" x 14" (27 cm x 35 cm)
3/package
6/case

• 7.4" x 7.4" (19 cm x 19 cm)
• 5/package
• 6/case

#1656

#1654

#1652

EGG HOLDERS

This egg carrier is made from
durable polypropylene copolymer
plastic that won’t crush and features
molded handles for easy carrying.
• Holds XL eggs

#511A - 12 Egg Holder
• 12/case

#812A - 6 Egg Holder
• 12/case

#1012 - 2 Egg Holder
• 6/case

#1012

#812A
#511A
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#8236

#936BP

BACKPACKER’S
SALT & PEPPER
SHAKER

CAMPER’S SALT &
PEPPER SHAKER

Featuring a removable bottom
for easy filling, these rugged plastic
salt & pepper shakers also have 2
flip-up caps to quickly select a
side to dispense.

This shaker is compact and
sturdy making it ideal for outdoor
dining. The end caps are removable
for easy filling and are spill and
moisture proof.

• Assorted colors: yellow, blue, red
• BPA-Free
• 4/case

• BPA-Free
• 12/case

#9961

#0072

MULTI-SPICE

MULTI-GRILL

Featuring six popular spices in
one container, each spice has its
own flip-top shaker lid. The set
includes paprika, curry, cayenne,
garlic salt, black pepper and salt.

This collection of four popular
herb and spice combinations for
the grill each has its own flip-top
shaker lid. It features four unique
flavors for sea-food, steak, chicken,
and general grilling.

• 12/case

• 12/case

#8525

#7605A

CONTAIN-ALLS

SQUEEZE TUBES

These BPA free, food safe
plastic containers with interchangeable caps are perfect
for a variety of pourable liquids
or solids such as instant coffee,
sugar, cooking oil, lotions, pills,
ointments, etc.

These reusable plastic squeeze
tubes are packed two to a poly
bag, complete with end clips.
• Size: 2” x 6.5” (5.1 cm x 16.5 cm)
• Capacity: 8 oz. (235 mL) usable space
each
• 12/case

• Set includes: 1 - 4 oz. (120 mL) bottle,
2 - 2 oz. (60 mL) bottles, 2 - 1 oz. (30
mL) bottles, 2 - 0.5 oz. (15 mL) polycon containers
• 12/case

BOTA BAG

Fashioned after traditional Spanish wine skins, ours is made with a
rugged leather exterior and features a heavy poly lining with a braided
shoulder strap for comfort and convenience.
#8950 - 1L Bota Bag
• Capacity: 0.26 U.S. gal. (1 L)
• 12/case

#0741 - 2L Bota Bag

• Capacity: 0.53 U.S. gal. (2 L)
• 6/case

#8950

#0741

OUTDOOR DINING - FOOD PREPARATION AND STORAGE
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#9223

EXPANDABLE WATER CARRIER

Made of high strength food grade polyethylene, the BPA free
Expandable Water Carrier features a comfortable carrying handle and
screw-on cap. It also features an easy one-hand operated on/off spout
and sides that flatten when empty to facilitate storage.
• Size: 9.75” x 16” x 2.25” (25 cm x 40.6 cm x 5.8 cm) contracted
• Capacity: 2 U.S. gal (7.57 L)
• 6/case

#9737

EXPANDABLE CAMP JUG

The unique press and flow capability of our camp jug allows pouring
in an upright position. Strong polyethylene construction features a
comfortable carry handle and screw on cap with an easy one-handed
on-off spout.
• Made with BPA free, food safe plastic
• Capacity: 2 U.S. gal. (7.57 L)
• 6/case

#1205

COLLAPSIBLE WATER CONTAINER

This container provides a convenient way to transport and use water
wherever you need it. The mouth is large enough for ice cubes and
the on/off spigot is removable making it easy to fill. The container's
molded handle facilitates easy carrying.
• Seamless, single mold design
• Heavy-duty polyethylene carrier
resists dents and cracks.
• BPA free, food grade plastic
• Capacity: 5 U.S. gal (18.9 L)
• 6/case

#0036

#8623

FOLD AWAY
FOOD COVER

The nylon mesh construction
of the Fold Away Food Cover
opens like an umbrella to protect
food from insects. The metal
frame ensures it holds its shape.

UNIVERSAL BOTTLE CARRIER

The hook and loop straps on this carrier adapt to a variety of bottle
sizes. The quick release buckle allows for easy attachment to packs.
Also featured is an adjustable length shoulder strap.
• 12/case

• Size: 14.6" x 14.6" x 8" (37 cm x 37 cm
x 20 cm) L x W x H (open)
• 12/case
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GRILLING
CAST IRON CAMP COOKERS

Our robust, heat resistant cooker - the Cast Iron Camp Cooker - can be
nestled right in between those hot coals for toasting the perfect pies,
sandwiches or grilling meat. Removable handles and the open-hinged
design make this Camp Cooker easy to take apart and reassemble
for simple cleaning and convenient storage. The stay-cool wooden
handles and locking S-clip ensure that your cooking experience is
comfortable and hassle-free. Available in a single or double size.
• Handle Length: 20.4" (52 cm)
• Instruction and recipe book included

#0744 –
Cast Iron Camp Cooker

• Weight:2.61 lbs. (1.18 kgs.)
• Complete length with handles:
27” (68.5 cm)
• 3/case

#2044 –
Cast Iron Double Camp Cooker
• Weight: 4.2 lbs. (1.9 kgs.)
• Complete length with handles:
26.7" (68 cm)
• 3/case

#0744

#2044

OUTDOOR DINING - GRILLING
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CAST IRON BROILERS

Coghlan’s Cast Iron Broilers are great for cooking all sorts of foods
from snacks to main courses to dessert. Made with pre-seasoned cast
iron for cooking over the heavy heat of campfires or barbecues. The
open slots on each side of these broilers let grease escape. These
Broilers are made for cooking burgers but are also great for cooking
chicken, steaks, veggies, and much more. Removable handles and
the open-hinged design make the Broilers easy to take apart and
reassemble for simple cleaning and convenient storage. The staycool wooden handles and locking s-clips ensure that your cooking
experience is comfortable and hassle-free. Available in a single or
double size.
• Handle Length: 20.4" (52 cm)
• Instruction and recipe book included

#2045 – Cast Iron Broiler

• Weight: 2.1 lbs. (.95 kgs.)
• Complete length with handles: 26"
(66 cm)
• 3/case

#2046 – Cast Iron Double Broiler
• Weight: 4.5 lbs. (2 kgs.)
• Complete length with handles: 26.3"
(67 cm)
• 3/case

#2046

#2045

#9010

ALUMINUM
CAMP COOKER

Our Aluminum Camp Cooker
toasts sandwiches, grills meat
and makes awesome pie filling
desserts over an open fire or
a camp stove. Made from nonstick coated, lightweight cast
aluminum with a two part hinge,
it's also easy to clean.

#8982

BROILER

Great for cooking on open fires,
fireplaces and barbecues, this
Broiler features a chrome plated
hinged design with locking ring
to securely hold food.
• Length: 29.5” (75 cm); grill surface:
8” x 9” x 1” (20 cm x 23 cm x 25 cm)
• 6/case

• Length: 26” (66 cm)
• 6/case

DO NOT LEAVE IN FLAMES OR COALS.
IT WILL MELT.
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#8981

DELUXE BROILER

The Deluxe Broiler is great for
larger items or quantities when
cooking on open fires, fireplaces
and barbecues. The chrome
plated hinged design features
a locking ring and extension
handle for ease of use.
• Length: 26” (66 cm); extended grill
surface: 9” x 13“ x 1” (23 cm x 33 cm
x 2.5 cm)
• 6/case

#8975

TOASTER FORKS

Our family 4-Pack Toaster Forks
are constructed of 20” (51 cm)
nickel plated wire.
• 12/case

#8973

EXTENSION FORK

This chromed fork extends
from 20” to 30” (51 cm to 78
cm) allowing for customized
positioning around the fire.
• 12/case

#9670

TELESCOPING
FORK

#8977

12” SKEWERS

Featuring a wooden handle with
thumb roller to rotate food and
promote even cooking. The stainless steel shaft on this telescoping fork extends from 6.5"
to 34" (16.5 cm to 86 cm)

Our 12” (30.5 cm) chrome plated
skewers feature flat sides to
keep food in position while
stationary or rotating.
• 4 per card
• 12/case

• 12/case

#9195

CAMP FORK

Featuring a stay-cool wooden
handle, this fork is made with
heavy duty chrome plated steel.
• Length: 41” (104 cm)
• 12/case

#9545

SAFETY FORK

Make camp cooking safer and
more fun with our forks featuring
chrome plated steel construction
and stay-cool wooden handles.
• Overall 41” (104 cm) in length
• 12/case

#1775

BAMBOO ROASTING STICKS

These sustainable 100% Bamboo Roasting Sticks are an easy and
convenient way to roast whatever food you want over a campfire.
They're great for hot dogs or veggie skewers, but best for marshmallows!
• 100% Bamboo
• Each stick is .24” (6 mm) thick and 30” (76.2 cm) long,
coming to a tapered point on one end
• 12/case

COGHLAN'S

#1

BEST SELLING ITEM

OUTDOOR DINING - GRILLING
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#1230

#9340

TRI-POD GRILL AND LANTERN HANGER

Ideal for cookouts, this grill can be placed anywhere. Its stable, height
adjustable nickel-plated grill surface is supported by a 4 piece galvanized
steel tri-pod. The legs separate and collapse for easy storage.
• Grill diameter: 17” (43.2 cm)
• For use with cookware only*
• 4/case

CAMPER'S S'MORES GRILL

Everyone’s favorite campfire treat, S'mores have never been easier to
make over a campfire or in the back-yard than with this compact grill.
Each of the 3 individual cooking spaces holds all of the fixings for a
perfect S'more. The unit features a sliding lock ring to keep the grill
closed while cooking.
•
•
•
•
•

#1130

HEAVY DUTY
CAMP GRILL

This heavy duty camp grill is ideal
when using cast iron cookware.
The heavy gauge metal frame
and iron mesh grill surface are
supported by sturdy legs that fold
underneath for compact storage.
•
•
•
•

Material: steel frame with iron mesh
For use with cookware only*
Size: 16” x 24” (41 cm x 60 cm)
3/case

#8775

CAMP GRILL

Folding flat for easy storage
or packing, this grill is made
from a strong nickel-plated steel
designed to support cookware
easily and securely.
• Grill surface: 12” x 24” (30 cm x 61 cm)
• For use with cookware only*
• 4/case

* These grill surfaces are not intended for direct contact with food.
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Handle length: 17” (43 cm ) Overall length: 29” (73.6 cm)
Depth: 1.2" (3.05 cm)
Chrome plated steel
Makes three S’mores at one time
6/case

#9365

NON-STICK CORN POPPER

Our non-stick corn popper can be used over a campfire, fireplace
or portable stove. Featuring a sliding lid and space saving foldaway
handle, the wooden grip keeps the handle cool to the touch and
comfortable. The non-stick surface makes cleanup a breeze.
•
•
•
•

Size: 9.7” x 7.4” x 3” (24.6 cm x 18.8 cm x 7.6 cm)
Only to be used under adult supervision
Overall length: 24” (61 cm)
6/case

#8770

PACK GRILL

Folding flat for easy storage,
our Pack Grill is made from a
durable chrome plated steel.
• For use with cookware only*
• Grill surface: 12.5” x 6.5”
(32 cm x 17 cm)
• 6/case

TABLEWARE
#2155

SILICONE STRAWS

Coghlan’s Silicone Straws are reusable alternatives to plastic straws
that are easy to clean. No cleaning brush required. No need to worry
about cleaning the straws properly or losing a tiny ineffective cleaning
brush because these straws open up completely down the middle so
they can be thoroughly washed by hand in seconds.
•
•
•
•
•

4 straws per pack, 1 red, 1 blue, 1 green, 1 yellow
Made with FDA approved silicone
Each straw measures 9" x .43" (231 mm x 11 mm)
Easy to clean
8/case

Opens to clean

#1966

PICNIC BLANKET

Coghlan's Picnic Blanket is perfect for the beach, park, campground,
festivals and anywhere sitting on the ground is an option. Tough 210D
ripstop polyester construction ensures durability and repels water
on damp ground to keep things dry. Featuring reinforced tie-down
loops on the corners, it can easily be pegged down to ensure it won't
blow away. There are pockets on each corner so that sand or stones
can be used to weigh the Picnic Blanket down and keep it in place.
Generously sized at 59" x 78.7" (150 cm x 200 cm) it offers plenty
of room for everyone at the next picnic or outing. The stuff sack is
conveniently included to make storage quick and simple.
• Compact when stuffed - easily tucks into a pocket, pack or glove box 4" x 5.5" x 1.5" (10.2 cm x 14 cm x 3.8 cm)
• Size: 59" x 78.7" (150 cm x 200 cm); weight: 0.45 pounds (0.2 kg)
• 210D ripstop polyester construction coated on one side to easily repel water
• 6/case

#8309

FOLD-A-CUP

Our Fold-A-Cups are made of
durable, crushproof plastic. Their
collapsible design makes them
convenient to carry in a pocket
or pack.
•
•
•
•

Capacity: 7 fl. oz. (200 mL).
Weight: 1 oz. (28 g)
Packed two colors/case: red and blue
12/case

#655

COLLAPSIBLE TUMBLERS

Made from BPA free polypropylene, these tumblers are handy for
camping, going to the beach, backpacking, and hunting. These
tumblers collapse for ultimate portability, they easily fit in a pack, purse
or tucked in a drawer for storage.
•
•
•
•
•

Volume: 4 oz. (142 mL) per cup;
Weight: 1.4 oz. (41 g)
BPA free plastic
2/package - 1 red, 1 blue
12/case

OUTDOOR DINING - TABLEWARE
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#0660

PICNIC
COMBO PACK

The perfect pairing with a picnic
table, this combo pack features a
tablecloth and six tablecloth clamps
to keep the tablecloth in place.
• Size: 54” x 72” (137 cm x 183 cm)
• 6/case

#9155

PICNIC
TABLECLOTH SET

Made with food safe polyethylene,
this set contains an extra-large
tablecloth with two matching
bench covers that feature stitched
edges for increased durability.
• Size: tablecloth 54” x 84” (138 cm x
214 cm), bench covers: 18” x 84” (46
cm x 214 cm)
• 6/case

#7920

TABLECLOTH

Made from food safe polyethylene,
these picnic table-cloths are
easy to wipe clean and feature
sewn-in edges to prevent ripping
or tearing.
• Size: 54” x 72” (137 cm x 183 cm)
• 12/case

#527

TABLECLOTH
CLAMPS

These spring steel tablecloth
clamps feature a smooth and
snag-free edge to securely hold
tablecloths in place. The clamps
will hold their shape even after
hundreds of uses and are rust
resistant.
• Fits tables up to 2" (5.1 cm) thick
• 6/package
• 12/case

#1627

STAINLESS STEEL
TABLECLOTH
CLAMPS

These tablecloth clamps are ideal
for securing picnic tablecloths
quickly and easily.
• Lightweight
• 0.5” (12.7 mm) wide
• Clips on to tables up
to 1.5” (3.8 cm) thick
• 6/package
• 6/case
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#0680

TABLECLOTH
WEIGHTS

These weights are the picnicperfect way to keep tablecloths
from blowing away. Ideal for use
with fabric, vinyl, or paper, they
attach with clips at the corners
to hold your tablecloth in place.
• 3 fruit designs to a case –
strawberries, apples or lemons.
• Total approximate weight – 5.4 oz.
(156 g)
• 4/package
• 6/case

#9211

DELUXE
TABLECLOTH
CLAMPS

Our spring loaded tablecloth
clamps are made of strong ABS
plastic. Their unique design
holds tablecloths firmly and
allows them to fit on virtually any
patio or picnic table.
• Fits tables up to 2" (5 cm) thick
• 4/package
• 12/case

DURACON®
CUTLERY

#9166

CUTLERY SET

This cutlery set is made with high
quality stainless steel. The knife,
fork and spoon set include a
handy detachable ring to easily
attach onto your pack.

Ounce for ounce, this durable
and flexible cutlery is stronger
than steel and are very difficult
to break or crack.
#9450 - Duracon® Cutlery Set

• 12/case

• 12/case

#9451 - Knife, Bulk,
#9452 - Fork, Bulk,
#9453 - Spoon, Bulk
• 50/case

CHOW KIT

#1660

PICNIC PLATE

This three piece stainless steel
knife, fork and spoon set clip
together for easy carrying and
storage.

These sturdy polypropylene
plates hold food and beverages
simultaneously. A convenient
thumb hole allows for easy
carrying. There is also a slot on
the side for holding a wine glass
and a space for a standard drink
can in the middle of the plate.

• Measures 5.75" x 1"
(14.6 cm x 2.54 cm) and weighs
2.5 oz (70.9 g)

#721BP - Chow Kit (Single)
• 12/case

• Thickness: 0.08" (2 mm) - BPA free
plastic
• Dishwasher and microwave safe
• Plastic will not absorb food odor
• 6/case

#720 - Bulk
• 36/case

CAMPER’S TABLEWARE

This is the reusable, inexpensive solution for outdoor camping
tableware. Made from lightweight, flexible polypropylene, it's easy to
pack, stack and carry. The BPA free, food grade plastic is dishwasher
and microwave safe and will not absorb food odors.
#1210 - Camper’s Tableware Set
• Set includes: 4 - 9.75” (24.7 cm) plates, 4 - 6.5”
(16.5 cm) bowls, 4 - 12 oz. (355 mL) cups
• 4/case

#1217

#1216

#1212 - Polypropylene Plate (Bulk)
• 12/case

#1216 - Polypropylene Cup (Bulk)
• 12/case

#1217 - Polypropylene Bowl (Bulk)
• 12/case

#1210

#0903

COOLER DRY

This device props a cooler lid
partially open allowing for circulation
of air and proper evaporation of
moisture which helps prevent
mold & odor. The durable plastic
design fits most coolers.
• 6/case

#1212

#0902

COOLER LIGHT

Want the cooler to light up at
night just like the fridge? Great
for coolers, tackle boxes, or
toolboxes, this light is designed
to turn on when the lid is raised
and to turn off when the cooler lid
is closed. Batteries are included.
• Replacement batteries: 3x LR44 1.5 V
button cell
• 6/case

OUTDOOR DINING - TABLEWARE
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COOKWARE
#1930

STAINLESS STEEL MESS KIT

This cook set is made from stainless steel including the swing-out
handles which feature silicone covers to keep them cool to the touch.
The set includes 1 pot and 1 frying pan doubling as a lid for the pot
when inverted, a BPA-free mug, a scrubber, and a nylon mesh bag for
convenient storage to carry all pieces when nested together.
• Cook set ideal for 1 - 2 person backpacking and car camping trips, in the RV, and
more; features durable 304 stainless steel construction
• Contents: 0.5 L (17 oz.) frying pan, 1 L (33.8 oz.) pot; BPA free mug, a scrubber, and
a nylon mesh bag
• Measures: 6.25" x 6.25" x 4" (15.9 cm x 15.9 cm x 10.2 cm)
when nested and packaged in carry bag
• Intended for use on gas stoves and heating elements
• 4/case
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#1814

STAINLESS STEEL FAMILY COOKSET

This cook set is made from stainless steel including the swing-out
handles which feature silicone covers to keep them cool to the touch.
The set includes 3 pots and a frying pan as well as a unique lid that fits
all 4 pieces, has drain holes incorporated into it, and has a stay-cool
silicone knob. It all nests together and comes with a mesh bag for
convenient storage.
• Cook set ideal for backpacking, family car camping trips, in the RV, and more
featuring durable stainless steel construction
• Includes 1.4 L (47 oz.) frying pan, 3.6-L (122 oz.), 2.5 L (85 oz.), and 1.6 L (54 oz.) pots
with 1 lid that fits all pots including fry pan and a nylon mesh bag to carry all pieces
• Measures: 8.5" x 8.5" x 5" (21.6 cm x 21.6 cm x 12.75 cm) when nested and packaged
in carry bag
• Intended for use on gas stoves and heating elements
• 2/case

#1824

HARD ANODIZED ALUMINUM COOKSET

This cook set features hard anodized aluminum construction with
silicone coated stainless steel swing-out handles to ensure they
remain cool to the touch. The set includes 3 pots and a frying pan as
well as a unique lid that fits all 4 pieces, has drain holes incorporated
into it, and has a stay-cool silicone knob. It all nests together and
comes with a mesh bag for convenient storage.
• Cook set ideal for backpacking, car camping, in the RV, and more featuring
lightweight hard anodized finish for durability
• Includes 1.1 L (36 oz.) frying pan, 2.9 L (98 oz.), 2 L (68 oz.), and 1 L (36 oz.) pots with 1
lid that fits all pots including fry pan and a nylon mesh bag to carry all pieces
• Measures: 7.6" x 7.6" x 4.75" (19.1 cm x 19.1 cm x 12 cm)
when nested and packaged in carry bag
• Intended for use on gas stoves and heating elements
• 2/case

OUTDOOR DINING - COOKWARE
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#7640

ALUMINUM CAMP GRIDDLE

This griddle is made of heavy gauge aluminum and features a coated
non-stick surface for easy clean-up. It extends over two burners of
most camp stoves providing adequate room for making a full course
breakfast – the outdoor way!
• Size 10” x 16.5” (25.4 cm x 41.9 cm)
• 6/case

WARNING: NOT INTENDED TO BE U SED DIRECTLY ABOVE OPEN FIRE OR ON
HOT COALS. IT WILL MELT.

#7760

ALUMINUM
POT HOLDER

Made from strong, light-weight
aluminum, our dependable pot
holder opens like pliers and
clamps on to any size pot, cake
pan, or tin can.
• Length: 5.25” (13.3 cm)
• 12/case

#1905

SILICONE
HANDLE GRIP

Whether it's in the RV, at the
campground, or in the home
kitchen, Coghlan's Silicone Handle
Grip fits most pot handles to
minimize the risk of accidentally
grabbing a hot handle. The
silicone safely resists heat up to
204 °C (400 °F) and features a
non-slip grip.
• Size: 6" x 1.875" (15.2 cm x 4.8 cm);
weight: 0.1 lbs (.05 kg)
• Non-slip grip is heat resistant to 204
°C (400 °F)
• Anti-bacterial and dishwasher safe
• 8/case
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COOKING UTENSILS
#504D

CAMP STOVE TOASTER

Our original Camp Stove Toaster performs perfectly - toasting up to
four slices at a time. Featuring durable steel construction with coated
wires and nickel plated metal pan, it folds flat for easy storage and
packing and will not rust.
• Diameter: 9” (22.9 cm)
• 6/case

#1305

NYLON UTENSILS

Perfect for serving up a favorite
outdoor meal, this utensil set
is durable, heat resistant, and
won’t scratch coated cookware!
As if that isn't enough, they also
clean up in a flash.
• Includes: 1 slotted spoon,
1 spoon, 1 spatula
• Made from DuPont 101 nylon
• Dishwasher safe
• Heat resistant to 410°F (210°C)
• 4/case

OUTDOOR DINING - COOKING UTENSILS
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COFFEE
STAINLESS STEEL COFFEE POT

This coffee percolator is crafted of tough 18/8 stainless steel with a clear
percolator dome. Precision-fit parts and seamless construction ensure
lasting durability and include a two-piece basket percolator system.
• Hinged lid with a wood handle
• Clear dome
• Dishwasher safe

#1340 - 9 Cup Stainless
Steel Coffee Pot
• 4/case

#1342 - 12 Cup Stainless
Steel Coffee Pot
• 4/case

#1342

#1340

#1346

9 CUP ALUMINUM COFFEE POT

This lightweight coffee pot is made of durable, rustproof aluminum. It
features a percolator stem with basket and dual quick-cool bail handles
on the top and side making for a safe, steady pour. It's quick heating and
easy to clean.
• 4/case
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FIRESTARTERS
LIGHTERS
#0573

WIND RESISTANT
LIGHTER

Great for lighting barbecues,
grills and gas stoves. This disposable jet flame lighter can
be lit, and stays lit in windy
conditions. Also features a child
resistant switch for peace of mind.
• 6/case

DISPOSABLE GAS
LIGHTER

These disposable, piezoelectric
activated lighters are butane
fueled featuring an adjustable
flame with on/off switch and a child
resistant mechanism for safety.
• Colors are randomly assorted

#9316 - Disposable
Gas Lighter (1-Pack)
• 12/case

#9317 - Disposable
Gas Lighter (2-Pack)
• 6/case

#9013

REFILLABLE GAS
LIGHTER

Refillable with standard butane
canisters, this lighter is also
piezoelectric activated with a child
resistant mechanism for safety.
• 12/case

#9317

#9316

FIRESTARTERS - LIGHTERS
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#0829

DISPOSABLE FLEX
LIGHTER

The piezoelectric activation ensures
a spark every time and the
flexible stem gets in hard to
reach areas where traditional
fixed stem lighters can’t go.
• Adjustable flame height
• Child resistant mechanism
• 12/case

#725

PIEZOELECTRIC
CAMP STOVE
LIGHTER

Ideal for use with stoves and pilot
lights, this solid-state lighter is
sealed and watertight ensuring
it sparks every time.
• Total length: 11" (28 cm)
• Shaft length: 6" (15.2 cm)
• 12/case

FLINT, TINDER, AND KINDLING
#1005

FLINT STRIKER

This ferrocerium fire-starting tool
lasts for thousands of strikes!
Scraping the provided striker
down the rod emits sparks to
light combustibles. Fireproof in
solid form, the tool works just
as well when wet for use in any
weather and at any altitude.
• Includes handle, striker, fire-starter
rod and cord.
• 6/case

#7870

MAGNESIUM FIRE
STARTER

A must for every trip outdoors,
this magnesium fire starter
features a flame burn temperature
of 5400°F (2982°C). One fire
starter can provide enough
shavings to start hundreds of fires.
• 12/case
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#0150

#8607

FIRE PASTE

Our Fire Paste is the quick, clean
way to start a fire without the
risk of flare-ups or splashing and
it is not affected by heat or cold.
• Weight: 3.7 oz. (105 g)
• 12/case

#8647

FIRE LIGHTERS

These handy, odorless fire lighters
make lighting a fire quick, easy
and clean. No matches, paper, or
kindling are required.
• Burn time: 7 minutes
• 6/case

#8649

TINDER KIT

This kit is safe and reliable for
emergency fire starting. Lights
even when wet and is non-toxic
and odorless.
• Contains: 8 pieces of waterproof
tinder, 1 waterproof flint striker.
• Weight: 2 oz. (56.7 g)
• Burn time: 5-7 minutes per piece
• 12/case

TINDER

Replacement tinder for Coghlan’s
#8647 Tinder Kit. The tinder will
light even when wet and is
non-toxic and odorless.
• 10 pieces/package
• 12-Packages/case

FIRE DISC

These discs are an ideal fuel source for starting campfires or wood
stoves. Made of cedar and highly refined wax, they are designed to
light easily and burn hot. Since most meals take less than 30 minutes to
cook, they are also a perfect solution as an emergency source of heat
for cooking. Each disc is scored on one side to easily break into 4 parts.
•
•
•
•

Weight: 3.5 oz. (99.2 g)
Dimensions: height: 1” (2.5 cm)
Diameter: 4” (10.2 cm)
Burn time: 30 minutes

#1426 - Fire Disc (Single)
• 6/case

#1424 - Fire Disc Display
• 24/case

#1424

#1426

ALSO GREAT FOR odor control - Coghlan’s Fire Discs are made of cedar, which makes them a natural air freshener and odor absorber.
Just poke a hole or two in the wrapper and store it with your clothing or gear to reduce odors.
#7940

FIRE STICKS

A fast, easy way to start barbecues,
campfires and fireplaces, these
fire sticks are non-toxic, leave
no odor, and burn completely.
They even light after being
submerged in water once dry.
• Burn time: each stick burns for
approximately 9 minutes
• 12/package
• 6/case

FIRESTARTERS - FLINT, TINDER AND KINDLING
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MATCHES
WATERPROOF MATCHES

Ideal for hunting, fishing, camping and working outdoors, our
Waterproof Matches can still be lit even after getting wet. Simply dry
out the matches and the striker surface and the matches can easily
be used again. These matches cannot light accidentally, they must be
struck on the included waterproof striker surface on the box.
• Approximately 40 matches/box

#529 - Waterproof Matches

#1170

WINDPROOF/WATERPROOF
STORM MATCHES

These waterproof and windproof matches burn in heavy rain even
after being submerged! Designed to light in severe weather, they
are the ideal matches when out in harsh conditions. The included
waterproof jar contains two extra striking surfaces and cotton batting
to absorb moisture.
• 20 matches/jar
• 6/case

• 10 boxes/package
• 120/case

#940BP - Waterproof Matches
• 4 boxes/package
• 12/case

#529

#940BP

#546

MATCH BOX

Constructed of sturdy nickelplated brass, this match box also
features a rubber top plate inside
the lid to ensure a water-tight
seal. Also great for storing tinder,
emergency cash, first aid, or a
sewing kit.
• 12/case

ALSO GREAT FOR storing tinder,
emergency cash, bandages, or a
sewing kit.

*Matches not included
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#8746

PLASTIC
MATCH BOX

This match box is high-visibility
orange plastic ensuring it
won’t get lost. It holds enough
matches for a weekend trip
and features a rubber o-ring
for a watertight seal. It also
includes a fire-starting flint on
the bottom of the case.
• Length: 3" (7.6 cm);
• Diameter: 1" (2.5 cm)
• 6/case

*Matches not included
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#0088 - Combination Compass

•

#0044/#0045 - Four Function Whistle
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•

#0448 - Read in the Dark Compass

•

•

#0466 - Six Function Whistle

•
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#1235/#1236 - Trail Compass

•

#1985 - Carabiner Compass

•

#8048 - Magnetic Pocket Compass
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#8164 - Lensatic Compass
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#8268/#1168 - Ball-Type Pin-On Compass

•
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#8634 - 5-in-1 Survival Tool

•
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#8652 - Wrist Compass

•
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#9685 - Deluxe Map Compass

•

#9740- Compass Thermometer
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#8162 - Map Compass
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#9685

DELUXE MAP
COMPASS

Featuring a liquid dampened
needle with luminous pointer and
a see-through base with rotating
housing, the Deluxe Map Compass
is lightweight and compact. It has
a built-in magnifier and includes
scales in millimeters and 1:25000
making it ideal for orienteering
and general map reading.
• Instruction booklet included
• Lanyard included
• 12/case

#8162

MAP COMPASS

Ideal for map reading, this
compass features a see-through
base and a rotating, liquid filled
housing. The base contains
scales in inches, millimeter and
1:25,000 with jeweled needle
and luminous pointer.
• 6/case

#8164

LENSATIC
COMPASS

Liquid filled for fast readability within
its sturdy plastic case, the Lensatic
Compass also features a jeweled
pivot and luminous letters.
• 12/case

#0088

COMBINATION
COMPASS

The liquid filled housing has a
see-through folding base with
five map scales and comes
with a custom case. The magnetic
dial & bezel ring are also scaled.
• 6/case

#9740

COMPASS
THERMOMETER

Two outdoor instruments in one
make this a handy item. The
liquid filled compass has a
luminous dial and the thermometer
features °F and °C scales. Belt
clip and lanyard included.
• Colors: black and olive
• 6/case

#0448

READ IN THE DARK
COMPASS

This liquid filled compass features
an LED illuminated dial, a lid
with built-in magnifier, and a
bezel with direction setting
arrow allowing you to find
your way in low light situations.
Batteries are included.
• Replacement batteries:
2x SR1131 x 1.5V
• 6/case
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#8652

WRIST COMPASS

Waterproof and impact resistant,
this compass is liquid filled with a
luminous dial and an adjustable
hook and loop fastener.
• Diameter: 0.875” (2.2 cm)
• 12/case

TRAIL COMPASS

#8048

This perfect backpacker’s compass allows for quick bearing checks
as it easily clips to a zipper or backpack. It features a rotating bezel
with direction setting arrow.
• Liquid filled

#1235 - Trail Compass (Single)
• 12/case

#1236 - Trail Compasses (Bowl)
• Each compass has a UPC
• Mixed colors: black,
blaze orange, and lime.
• 90 compasses per bowl
• 1/case

MAGNETIC POCKET
COMPASS

Featuring a jeweled needle with
a positive stop lock, this compass
also has a non-glare black luminous
dial and a chrome metal case
making this sturdy companion
perfect for any outing.
• 12/case

#8160

#1235

LIQUID FILLED
COMPASS

This compass features an impact
resistant case and jeweled needle
with luminous pointer. It also has
a rotating housing with direction
setting memory arrow.
• Mixed colors: black and red
• 12/case

#1236

#1985

CARABINER COMPASS

This liquid filled compass comes with a handy built-in carabiner to make
attaching it to a bag or pack quick and simple. The durable aluminum
construction ensures it will follow you into the wild or just around town
and get you back again. The luminous directional markers allow for
navigating in low light and its compact size makes it easy to clip on a
belt to keep it close for quick reference.
•
•
•
•

1.06" (27 mm) diameter face
Dimensions: 1.2" x 2.7" x 0.4" (30 mm x 69 mm x 11 mm)
Weight: 0.6 oz. (16.4 grams)
6/case

BALL TYPE PIN-ON COMPASS

This liquid filled ball-type compass assures the dial is always upright.
It features a luminous directional arrow and sturdy brass pin.
#8268 - Ball Type Pin-On Compass (Single)
• 12/case

#1168 - Ball Type Pin-On Compass (Bowl)
• Each compass has a UPC
• 100 compasses/bowl
• 1/case

#8268

EMERGENCY AND SURVIVAL - COMPASSES
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SIGNALLING
#2125

BEAR BELL WITH CARABINER

Coghlan's classic bear bell has improved with a new attachment style.
The carabiner attaches in seconds to a pet collar, backpack or belt to
jingle as you go, and warn bears or other critters of your presence.
The attached mesh storage pouch has a sewn-in magnet to silence
the bell when not in use.
• Attached mesh storage pouch
with magnetic silencer
• Won't stick to pet hair (no hook and loop closure)
• 12/case

COLORED BEAR BELL

Attaching to clothing or a pack with a hook and loop strap, movement
causes a steady ringing to warn animals of your presence. A magnetic
strap eliminates noise when not in use.
#0756 - Red Bear Bell
• 6/case

#0757 - Blue Bear Bell
• 6/case

#0758 - Yellow Bear Bell

#0760 - Bear Bells (Bowl)
•
•
•
•

Each bell has a UPC sticker
Mixed colors: red and yellow
Quantity: 20 per bowl
1/case

• 6/case

#0757

#0758
Also great for attaching to your bike's handle bars for an auditory signal.
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#0756

#0760

#0425

BEAR BELL

This compact bell creates a
steady ringing to alert others or
warn animals of your presence,
reducing encounters with animals
such as bears and moose. Easily
attach to clothing or a pack with
its included hook and loop strap.
A magnet in the storage bag
eliminates noise when it is not
needed.

#1018

ORANGE TRAIL
TAPE

This bright orange ribbon can be
tied to trees, bushes and objects
to mark favorite hiking or biking
trails, campsites, fishing spots, etc.
It's easy to tear and tie by hand.
• Length: 150’ (46 m)
• Width: 1” (2.5 cm)
• 6/case

• 12/case

#0905

SIGHT-GRID
SIGNAL MIRROR

Utilizing Sight-Grid retroreflective
mesh to aim reflected light, this
signal mirror flashes with pinpoint accuracy on targets up to
25 miles away. Combining the
power of glass mirror reflection
with acrylic durability results in a
durable mirror that floats.
• Weight: 1 oz. (28.3 g)
• Dimensions: 2” x 3”
(5.1 cm x 7.6 cm)
• 6/case

SURVIVAL SIGNAL
MIRROR

Useful in emergencies, routing,
signaling or for any mirror application, this mirror is highly
reflective 0.25“ (6.3 mm) laminated
glass. It also has Sight-Grid
retroreflective mesh for aiming
reflected light flashes with pinpoint accuracy.
• Dimensions: 2” x 3” (5.1 cm x 7.6 cm)

#9902 - Survival Signal Mirror
(Single)
• 6/case

#9900 - Bulk Survival Mirrors
• 12/case

#8634

SURVIVAL AID

A waterproof match box, liquid
filled dial compass, fire starter
flint, signal mirror and a signal
whistle are all contained within
the 5-In-1 Survival Aid. Nylon
lanyard included.
• Length: 4.5” (11.4 cm);
diameter: 1” (2.5 cm)
• 4/case

#0844

SAFETY WHISTLE

This bright orange pealess whistle
was designed for the ultimate in
function and visibility. The lanyard
features a “break-away” snap
closure for additional safety.
• 12/case

#9420

PLASTIC SIGNAL
WHISTLE

This whistle conveniently includes
a lanyard with clip for security
and comfort.
• 12/case

EMERGENCY AND SURVIVAL - SIGNALLING
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#7735

WILDERNESS
SIGNAL WHISTLE

Nickel plated for long lasting
durability, this whistle comes
with a convenient lanyard to
avoid losing it.
• Pea inside
• 6/case

#9425

DELUXE BRASS
WHISTLE

This brass whistle is nickel
plated for durability and includes
a deluxe lanyard with swivel.
• Pea inside
• 12/case

FOUR FUNCTION WHISTLE

#0466

SIX FUNCTION
WHISTLE

This whistle features an LED light,
compass, magnifier, thermometer,
and signal mirror along with a
convenient lanyard and clip.
Batteries are included.
• Uses 3x SR1121 x 1.5V
button cell batteries
• 6/case

Including a whistle, magnifier, compass, and °F and °C scale thermometer,
this whistle also features a quick-attach clip for belts and lanyards.
#0044 - Four Function Whistle (Single)
• 12/case

#0045 - Four Function Whistle (Bowl)
• Each whistle has a UPC sticker
• Mixed colors:
black, blaze orange and lime
• 42 Whistles per bowl
• 1/case

#0044

#0045
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#0045

#1414

AIR HORN

Loud enough to be heard up to one mile away and small enough
to stow anywhere, this air horn is great for deterring animals or
emergency signaling if lost. It utilizes an easy to operate push button.
•
•
•
•

Net quantity: 1.4 oz. (39 g)
USCG regulation compliant
Approximately 70 blasts
4/case

#1240

EMERGENCY SURVIVAL HORN

The Coghlan’s Emergency Survival Horn is so loud it can be heard up to
a mile away! It operates with the simplicity of a mouth horn and blasts
out audible sound up to 120 dB. Featuring a stone and twig guard to
protect the rubber membrane, it also includes a break-away lanyard.
The blaze orange color allows it to be easily seen and it also floats.
• Diameter: 1.75” (4.4 cm), length: 3”(7.6 cm)
• 6/case

SURVIVAL
#7620

EMERGENCY DRINKING WATER
GERMICIDAL TABLETS

Two of these germicidal tablets will disinfect approximately one quart
of water rendering it safe for human consumption. Perfect for any first
aid or survival kit.

#9586

TWO STEP DRINKING WATER TREATMENT

Two germicidal tablets remove Giardia and disinfect approximately
one quart of water. The Neutralizer Tablets remove any iodine taste.
• Each bottle contains 50 tablets
• 12/case

• 50 tablets in each bottle
• 12/case

Recommended to replace open bottles within 1 year. Unopened bottles should
remain effective up to four years.

Recommended to replace open bottles within 1 year. Unopened bottles should
remain effective up to four years.

EMERGENCY AND SURVIVAL
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#8235

EMERGENCY
BLANKET

Wind and waterproof, our
Emergency Blanket is compact
and lightweight. Made from
aluminized, non-stretch polyester,
it stays flexible in freezing
temperatures and reflects body
heat inward helping to prevent
the onset of hypothermia.
• Size: 52” x 82.5” (132 cm x 210 cm)
• Weight: 1.5 oz. (42.5 g)
• 12/case

#1390

EMERGENCY
SURVIVAL PONCHO

This poncho helps reduce heat
loss in situations where hypothermia
is a risk. Made from a composite
layering of polyethylene and
metallized aluminum, it features a
hood and reinforced seams.
• Size: 39” x 42.5” (99 cm x 108 cm)
• 6/case

#8544

THERMAL
BLANKET

Reinforced and layered, the
Thermal Blanket's water and
windproof aluminized polyethylene
construction is strong, compact,
and helps retain body heat. The
corners have reinforced grommets
and stitched edges.
• Size: 50” x 79” (1.3 m x 2 m)
• Weight: 12 oz. (340 g)
• 4/case

ALSO GREAT FOR use as ground cover or overhead tarp
#9815

ALL-WEATHER
EMERGENCY BAG

Providing shelter against wind
and rain, this bag aids in body heat
retention ideal for the prevention
and treatment of hypothermia.
• Size: 84” x 36” (213 cm x 91.5 cm)
• Weight: 2.6 oz. (74 g)
• 12/case
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DISPOSABLE HAND
WARMERS

These oxygen activated hand
warmers keep hands warm
in pockets or gloves for up
to six hours. Simply shake to
intensify heat.
• Size: 3 x 4” (7.6 cm x 10 cm
• Weight: 1 oz. (28 g)

#8797 - 4-Pack
• 12/case

#8797B - Bulk
• 60/case

#8797BD - Display
• 100/case

#8797

#8797BD

DISPOSABLE
FOOT WARMERS

This is a great way to keep feet
warm in shoes or boots for up to
four hours. Simply unwrap and
shake to activate with oxygen.
The more vigorous you shake,
the more it heats up!
#0047 - 4-Pack
• 12/case

#0048 - Bulk 2-Pack
• 25/case

#9560

EMERGENCY
STOVE

Light, strong and compact, this
stove requires no liquids, no
priming, no wick and no pressure.
24 fuel tablets are included and
it can also use other solid fuels
such as Coghlan's Fire Discs,
and Fire Sticks.

#9565

FUEL TABLETS

For use with Coghlan’s Emergency
Stove, these tablets are safe,
clean burning and easy to
ignite. Each tablet will burn for
approximately 9 minutes.
• 24 fuel tablets/package
• 12/case

• 24 fuel tablets included
• 12/case

#9957

FOLDING STOVE

Burning Coghlan’s Camp Heat,
or any other type of canned
fuel or solidified alcohol, these
stoves feature coated steel
construction and a convenient
fold-flat design.

#0450

CAMP HEAT

Camp Heat makes cooking or heating in camp, at home or during
emergencies quick and easy. Fuel is odorless and produces nontoxic fumes.
• Approximately 4 hours burn time per can.
• Contains: 2 x 6.4 oz. (128 g) cans diethylene glycol.
• 12/case

• Size: 6.5” x 6.5” x 5”
(16.5 cm x 16.5 cm x 12.7 cm)
• Weight: 16 oz. (.45 kg)
• 6/case

EMERGENCY AND SURVIVAL - SURVIVAL
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#8760

#8765

TUBE TENT

This tent is constructed of rugged
2.5 mil polyethylene. The shelter
is fire retardant, lightweight and
sets up in minutes to provide
enough room for 2 people.
• Cord included
• Length: 8’ (2.4 m)
• 12/case

SURVIVAL BAG

The Survival Bag is an emergency
shelter that doubles as a ground
sheet. Its 3 mil polyethylene
construction can also be used as
a distress signal or for storing gear.
It also helps prevent hypothermia.
• Size: 84” x 36” (210 cm x 90 cm)
• Weight: 9 oz. (255 g)
• 12/case

#702

G.I. CAN OPENER

Made from nickle-plated steel,
this G.I. Can Opener features a
simple design in a style that has
been tried and tested by military
personnel for decades.
• Integrated key ring loop
• 2 per package
• 12/case

#9850

SURVIVAL
KIT-IN-A-CAN

This kit contains 33* essential
items to aid in survival:
• Compass, 2 pieces fire starter, 9.8’
multi-use cord, 3’ wire, 4 waterproof
matches, 101’ fish line, match book,
razor blade, 3 twist ties, 12” duct tape,
signal mirror, zip-lock bag, 2 nails,
2 safety pins, 2 fish hooks, signal
whistle, sewing needle, note paper,
pencil, multi-function card tool, 3'
rope, tub candle, survival/first aid
pamphlet and the can itself may be
used as a container.
• 12/case

#9480

SURVIVAL KIT

The Survival Kit contains many bestselling products combined to be
used in case of an emergency. Features a Survival Guide - a concise
booklet containing many helpful suggestions for survival situations.
• Contains*: emergency blanket, matches, signal whistle, 2 fire sticks, 12 Hr.
lightstick, pencil, note pad, salt packet, 4 antiseptic pads, 4 - 1” x 3” bandages,
4 - 0.375” x 1 x 0.5” bandages, 2” x 3” elastic patch bandage, 3” x 3” sterile pad,
2 - 4” adhesive strips, compass, poncho, signal mirror, 50’ orange trail tape, 10’
snare wire, 2 razor blades, needle, spool of thread, 2 safety pins, 12’ nylon rope,
30’ fishing line, 2 fish hooks, 2 sinkers, 7” x 10” waterproof pouch, 35’ nylon cord,
reusable 8” x 12” PVC pouch, 5 Hr. candle.
• 6/case

* Due to regulatory issues, the contents of these kits may not be exactly as shown or listed in all regions.
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* Due to regulatory issues, the contents of these kits may not be exactly as shown or listed in all regions.

#0002

PACK II FIRST AID
KIT

Made of heavy-duty ABS plastic,
the water-resistant storage container can withstand the most
rugged of conditions. This basic
and practical molded kit contains
37* items ideal for treatment of
minor injuries.
• Dimensions: 3.5” x 4” x 1.125” (8.8 cm
x 10 cm x 2.8 cm)
• Weight: 4 oz. (120 g)
• 6/case

* Due to regulatory issues, the contents of these kits may not be exactly as shown or listed in all regions.
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#9801

TREK I
FIRST AID KIT

This is a basic practical kit
containing 27* useful items in a
lightweight polyester case.
• 12/case

* Due to regulatory issues, the contents of these kits may not be exactly as shown or listed in all regions.

#9802

TREK II
FIRST AID KIT

Designed to be a functional
assortment for short treks
and weekends, it includes 40*
items conveniently packaged in
a zippered, polyester soft pack.
• 6/case

* Due to regulatory issues, the contents of these kits may not be exactly as shown or listed in all regions.

#9803

TREK III
FIRST AID KIT

A comprehensive, well balanced kit,
this grouping has been designed
for the needs of back country
hikers and family campers
including 61* carefully chosen,
functional items. It comes packed
in a zippered, compartmentalized
polyester soft pack.
• 6/case

* Due to regulatory issues, the contents of these kits may not be exactly as shown or listed in all regions.

#8043

FOOT CARE KIT

Our foot care kit contains everything needed to treat common
foot problems associated with
hiking. The included moleskin
protects feet from painful pinching,
rubbing and blisters and antiseptic
swabs to clean and prep the
affected area.
• Contains: 1 piece 3” x 4” pre-cut
moleskin, 1 piece 3” x 4” moleskin
2 antiseptic swabs, 3 - 0.75” x 3”
adhesive strips, 5 - 0.375” x
• 1.5” adhesive strips.*
• 12/case
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#7925

SNAKE BITE KIT

This complete, compact kit
is for the treatment of snake
bites using the constrictor/
suction method.
• Kit contains: detailed instructions,
three pliable suction cups, tie-off
cord, and antiseptic swab*
• Weight: 1 oz. (28 g)
• 12/case

#8125

STING RELIEF

Sting Relief offers instant treatment for insect bites with a
concentrated topical liquid. It
soothes pain, itching and helps
eliminate swelling caused by
the bite or sting of mosquitoes,
bees, wasps, hornets, horseflies
and other insects.
• Net contents: 0.5 fl. oz. (15 mL)
• 12/case
NOT AVAILABLE IN CANADA

#9520

TWEEZER/
MAGNIFIER

Folding for compact storage in a
toolbox or pocket, these stainless
steel tweezers feature a 5x power
magnifier and “micro-burr” fine
points for exceptional grip.

#0015

TICK REMOVER

The simple, gentle action of the
unique design ensures complete,
contact-free removal of ticks for
both people and animals.
• 12/case

• 12/case

ALSO GREAT FOR personal
grooming, or tying fishing lures
and hooks.

CANDLES
EMERGENCY CANDLES

Our long burning emergency candles include metal holders and are
great for emergency kits at the cabin or home.
• Burn time: 8-10 hours
• Height: 5.25”, Diameter: 1.5”

CANDLES

Our multi-purpose candles are ideal for camping, hiking or emergencies.
• Height: 5”
• Diameter: 0.75”

#7615BP - Candles (5-Pack)

• 4/case

• 5 candles/package
• 12/case

#8675 - Emergency Candles (Bulk)

#7615 - Candles (Bulk)

#8674 - Emergency Candles (2-Pack)
• Bulk case does not include
metal holders
• 160/case

• 448/case

EMERGENCY AND SURVIVAL - CANDLES
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#9075

CITRONELLA
CANDLE

Imbued with the pleasant aroma
of citronella, the handy emergency
candle has a burn time of 1618 hours.
• Weight: 3.5 oz. (98 g)
• 12/case

36 HR SURVIVAL
CANDLE

Our 36 HR Survival Candle has
three wicks allowing for variable
light and heat. Burning time is 36
hours using one wick at a time or
12 hours using three at once.
• Includes 1 book of matches.
• Net weight: 6 oz. (170 g)

#9248-Packaged
• 12/case

#9249 Bulk
• 12/case

#8509

TUB CANDLES

These candles are perfect
additions to emergency kits and
work great in alpine style lanterns.
Each candle burns 4-5 hours.
• 12/case

#9806

CITRONELLA TUB
CANDLES

These candles are perfect additions
to emergency kits and work great
in alpine style lanterns. Each
candle burns 4-5 hours and is
citronella scented.
• 12/case
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RAIN GEAR
#2150

RAIN COVER

This sheet of durable waterproof nylon has drawstring channels
around the edges to make it fit perfectly around various items that you
use outdoors. Great for covering small wagons, bicycles, woodpiles,
and many other things.
•
•
•
•
•

Made with strong waterproof nylon
Sewn-in drawstring with 2 cord locks, 1 on each end
Storage pouch included
Dimensions: 32” x 48” (81.2 cm x 121.9 cm)
Packs to 3.2" x 3.2" x 5.1"
(82 mm x 82 mm x 130 mm)
• 4/case
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#1951

UTILITY TARP

Our Utility Tarp is made of durable water repellent material to keep
things dry and comfortable no matter what mother nature throws at
you. Fabric loops placed around the edges of the tarp allow it to be set
up with poles, tie-downs or hung between trees. It functions equally
well as a tarp for shelter, ground cover, as a lean-to, over a hammock
or to cover a seating and cooking area to protect from the elements.
Reinforced corners and double stitched webbed loops allow for taut
pitching in any weather.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dimensions: 9.8' x 9.8' (3 m x 3 m)
Guy lines and pegs included for secure suspension
Packaged dimensions: 5.5" x 5.5" x 9" (14 cm x 14 cm x 22.9 cm)
Weight: 1.09 lbs. (0.5 kg)
Fabric: Waterproof 190T polyester treated with DWR PU2000
Includes: stuff sack, 6 pegs and guy line with tensioners
Color: grey
4/case

EMERGENCY PONCHO

Lightweight, reusable and hooded, this poncho is made from
polyethylene and is one size fits all.
• 0.75 mil plastic
• Full Cut: 50” x 80” (127 cm x 203 cm)
• Clear

#9173 - Emergency Poncho
• 24/case

#9173BD - Emergency Poncho (Bulk Display)
• 50/case

#9173
#0242

KIDS PONCHO

This lightweight and reusable
poncho features an attached
hood. It's so compact and light,
there's never a reason to leave
home without one. Tuck one
in a purse, one in a pack, and
another in the car for those
surprise showers!
• Fits kids ages 6 and up
• 12/case

LIGHTWEIGHT PONCHO

Our waterproof vinyl poncho has electronically welded seams, an attached
hood and PVC snap button closures on the sides. One size fits all.
• Full cut 52” x 80” (132 cm x 203 cm)
• 40" (100 cm) from shoulder to shoulder

#9266 Clear Lightweight Poncho
• 12/case

#9267 Orange Lightweight Poncho
• 12/case

#9268 Yellow Lightweight Poncho
• 12/case

#9269 Olive Drab Lightweight Poncho
• 12/case
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#9268

#9269

#9173BD

INSECT PROTECTION
COILS
#8686

MOSQUITO COILS

Kills and repels mosquitoes. Each
coil will burn six hours or more.
• Contains: 10 coils, two metal stands.
• Net weight: 4.4 oz. (125 g)
• 12/case
NOT AVAILABLE IN USA

#8688

MOSQUITO COIL
HOLDER

The easy, and convenient way to
burn mosquito coils, our holder
features glass fiber mesh to hold
coils firmly and allow the coil
to burn completely. The holder
can be hung or laid flat and the
ashes remain inside.
• 12/case
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NETTING
#1965

HAMMOCK MOSQUITO SLEEVE

From the back yard to the back country, our Hammock Mosquito Sleeve
has got you covered. Featuring 130 holes/in² mesh, it will block
most flying insects including mosquitos and black flies to ensure
comfort while in the outdoors. Additionally, the reinforced webbing,
included ridge-line rope and a double zipper make setup secure and
convenient. Fitting comfortably over most hammocks, it attaches
simply and quickly by feeding the hammock through the netting from
one end to the other. A quick-cinch toggle closure ensures a snug fit
at both ends for reliable, consistent performance. An integrated stuff
sack allows for easy storage when not in use.
• Fits comfortably over most hammocks
• Dimensions: 11.5' x 4.8' (3.5 m X 1.45 m)
• Packaged dimensions: 5.5" x 5.5" x 9"
(14 cm x 14 cm x 22.9 cm)
• Weight: 1.39 lbs. (0.6 kg)

• Fabric: 130 holes/in² mesh
• Includes: integrated stuff sack,
ridge line rope
• 4/case

#9770

TRAVELLERS MOSQUITO NET

This single point suspension net features a circular shape for allaround coverage. 180 holes/in² knitted, fine, washable polyester
mesh keep insects out and the spring steel frame makes for easier
installation. The carry bag is included.
•
•
•
•

Height: 98” (2.5 m)
Diameter: 157” (3.98 m)
Weight: 18 oz. (500 g)
Comes with 1 hook, 1 anchor,
1 nail and 152" (3.8 m) of twine
• 4/case
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#9640

SINGLE WIDE MOSQUITO NET

Perfect for usage indoors or outdoors, this single wide net suspends
with poles or ropes (not included) when outdoors or with the included
indoor hanging kit. The fine 180 holes/in² washable polyester mesh
provides protection from insects and features six reinforced tie tabs.
• Size: 32” W x 78” L x 59” H (81 cm x 200 cm x 150 cm)
• Comes with everything you need to hang your net indoors including: 4 - 78” (198
cm) lengths of twine, 4 - screw hooks,
4 - wall anchors, 4 - 1” (2.5 cm) nails
• 6/case

#9760

DOUBLE WIDE MOSQUITO NET

Perfect for usage indoors or outdoors, this double wide net suspends
with poles or ropes (not included) when outdoors or with the included
indoor hanging kit. The fine 180 holes/in² washable polyester mesh
provides protection from insects and features six reinforced tie tabs.
• Size: 63” W x 78” L x 59” H (160 cm x 200 cm x 150 cm)
• Comes with everything needed to hang the net indoors including: 4 - 78” (198 cm)
lengths of twine, 4 - screw hooks, 4 - wall anchors, 4 - 1” (2.5 cm) nails
• 6/case

#9755

BACKWOODS MOSQUITO NET

Perfect for usage indoors or outdoors, this single wide net suspends with
poles or ropes (not included) when outdoors or with the included indoor
hanging kit. The super fine 240 holes/in² washable polyester mesh
provides protection from insects and features six reinforced tie tabs.
• Size: 32” W x 78” L x 59” H (81 cm x 200 cm x 150 cm)
• Comes with everything needed to hang the net indoors including: 4 - 78” (198 cm)
lengths of twine, 4 - screw hooks, 4 - wall anchors, 4 - 1” (2.5 cm) nails
• 6/case

#9765

BACKWOODS DOUBLE
WIDE MOSQUITO NET

Perfect for usage indoors or outdoors, this double wide net suspends
with poles or ropes (not included) when outdoors or with the included
indoor hanging kit. The super fine 240 holes/in² washable polyester mesh
provides protection from insects and features six reinforced tie tabs.
• Size: 63” W x 78” L x 59” H (160 cm x 200 cm x 150 cm)
• Comes with everything needed to hang the net indoors including: 4 - 78” (198 cm)
lengths of twine, 4 - screw hooks, 4 - wall anchors, 4 - 1” (2.5 cm) nails
• 6/case
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#9775

HIKERS MOSQUITO NET

This single point suspension net features a rugged 6” (15 cm) sheeting
border that tucks under a mat to securely block insects from entering.
It comes with 4 corner rings and 180 holes/in² knitted, fine, washable
polyester mesh and includes the carry bag.
•
•
•
•
•

Height: 73” (1.85 m)
Length: 83” (2.1 m)
Width: front: 57” (1.45 m), back: 36” (1 m)
Weight: .45 lbs. (204 g)
Comes with 1 hook, 1 anchor,
1 nail and approximately
160" (4 m) of twine
• 4/case

#9648

MOSQUITO
NETTING

Create your own insect protection,
repair screens or make a baby
carriage net. The 180 holes/in²
fine polyester mesh is washable
and intended for indoor and
outdoor use.
• Size: 48” w x 72”
(122 cm x 198 cm)
• 12/case
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BUG JACKET

BUG PANTS

Made with ultra-fine no-see-um polyester mesh with 1150 holes/in²,
this jacket provides the ultimate protection against mosquitoes and
other flying insects! Flame retardant and lightweight, it also features
elasticized drawstrings at the waist and cuffs. Zippered at the neck for
easy access to the face, the jacket is unisex and sizes are determined
by weight.

Made with ultra-fine no-see-um polyester mesh with 1150 holes/in²,
this pant is the ultimate protection against mosquitoes and other
flying insects! Material is flame retardant and light-weight with unisex
sizing determined by weight.
#0064 - Small Bug Pants

#0055 - Small Bug Jacket

• Fits up to 160 lbs. (73 kg)
• 6/case

#0057 - Medium Bug Jacket

• Fits up to 200 lbs. (91 kg)
• 6/case

#0059 - Large Bug Jacket

• Fits up to 240 lbs. (109 kg)
• 6/case

#0061 - X-Large Bug Jacket

• Fits up to 300 lbs. (136 kg)
• 6/case

• Fits up to 160 lbs. (73 kg)
• 6/case

#0066 - Medium Bug Pants

• Fits up to 200 lbs. (91 kg)
• 6/case

#0068 - Large Bug Pants

• Fits up to 240 lbs. (109 kg)
• 6/case

#0070 - X-Large Bug Pants

• Fits up to 300 lbs. (136 kg)
• 6/case

BUG JACKET SIZING†
#0563
Youth

#0055
Small

#0057
Medium

#0059
Large

#0061
X-Large

A - Hood
Height

15" (38 cm)

16" (41 cm)

17" (43 cm)

17.5" (44 cm)

18" (46 cm)

B - Neck*

28" (74 cm)

32" (81 cm)

34" (86 cm)

35" (89 cm)

40" (102 cm)

C - Sleeve

29" (73.5 cm)

33" (84 cm)

34" (86 cm)

36" (91 cm)

37" (94 cm)

D - Cuff*

10" (25.5 cm)

12" (30 cm)

14" (36 cm)

16" (41 cm)

18" (46 cm)

E - Side Seam

16" (40.5 cm)

18" (46 cm)

20" (51 cm)

21" (53 cm)

21.5" (55 cm)

F - Bottom*

44" (112 cm)

52" (132 cm)

54" (137 cm)

58" (147 cm)

60" (152 cm)

BUG PANTS SIZING

A

B

C
D
E

F

D

†

#0064
Small

#0066
Medium

#0068
Large

#0070
X-Large

A - Leg

44" (112 cm)

46" (117 cm)

48.5" (123 cm)

50" (127 cm)

B - Inseam

28" (71 cm)

29" (74 cm)

31" (79 cm)

34" (86 cm)

C - Cuff *

18" (46 cm)

18.5" (47 cm)

19" (48 cm)

22" (56 cm)

D - Waist *

42" (107 cm)

45" (114 cm)

50" (127 cm)

55" (140 cm)

A

* Circumference measurement

†

C

Bug pants and jackets are most effective when they fit loose

#0563

YOUTH BUG JACKET

Made from ultra-fine no-see-um polyester mesh with 1150 holes/
in², this youth jacket provides protection against mosquitoes and
other flying insects! Flame retardant and lightweight, it also features
elasticized drawstrings at the waist and cuffs. Zippered at the neck for
easy access to the face, the jacket is unisex and sizes are determined
by weight.
• Size: Fits up to 100 lbs. (45 kg) - recommended for ages 8 and up
• 6/case
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COMPACT MOSQUITO HEAD NET

Made of 220 holes/in² polyester mesh, this mosquito head net fits
into the included stuff sack for storage and transportation. It's easy to
see through and keeps mosquitoes and other insects out.
• Packaged dimensions: 1.7” x 3.2” (4.2 x 8.2 cm)
• Unpackaged dimensions: 7.9” x 19.7” x 43.3” (20 cm x 50 cm x 110 cm)
• Designed with a string and toggle to tighten as desired - not recommended for
children

#1880 - Compact Mosquito Head Net (Single)

• Assorted colors in each case - 3 black, 1 blue, 1 red, 1 green
• 6/case

#1882 - Compact Mosquito Head Net (Bulk)

#1880

• Assorted colors in each case - 6 black, 2 blue, 2 red, 2 green
• 12/case

#1882

#8941

MOSQUITO
HEAD NET

Our Mosquito Head Net fits
comfortably over most headgear.
130 holes/in² fine polyester mesh
combined with an elasticized
neck keep mosquitoes and other
insects out.
• 12/case

#0160

NO-SEE-UM
HEAD NET

Made with ultra-fine no-see-um
polyester mesh with 1150 holes/
in² to keep almost every insect
out. This head net fits over most
headgear and is elasticized at
the neck for a snug fit. Netting is
flame retardant and light-weight.
Unisex. One size fits all.
• 6/case

#9360

DELUXE MOSQUITO
HEAD NET

This head net features 1150
holes/in² fine nylon mesh to
keep out even the smallest
insects. Wide rings also keep
the mesh away from face and
neck while the cotton top keeps
things cool. It also features an
adjustable head band with a
drawstring neck.
• 12/case
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NAIL PEGS

Made of heavy duty plated steel, these iconic pegs will reliably
penetrate the hardest ground.
• Length: 10” (25 cm)

#8310 - 10" Nail Peg (2-Pack)
• 12/case

#8312 - 10" Nail Peg (4-Pack)
• 12/case

#1812 - 15" Nail Peg (4-Pack)

• Great for awnings, larger tents, gazebos,
or large lawn decorations
• 6/case

#8311 - 10" Nail Peg (Bulk)
•

100/case

#8310

#8312

#8311

#1812

ALSO GREAT FOR anchoring Halloween and X-mas inflatables in the yard

ALUMINUM TENT PEGS

These tent pegs are constructed of high strength aluminum and
designed for lightweight tents and tarps.
• Length: 7” (18 cm)

#8046 - Aluminum Tent Pegs (4-Pack)
• 12/case

#8047 - Aluminum Tent Pegs (Bulk)
• 100/case

#8046

#8047

SKEWER TENT PEGS

These twisted square aluminum tent pegs provide solid holding
power in tough terrain. Suitable for larger family style tents and
canopies, they are made from 6061 hardened aluminum alloy and
resist bending to retain their shape.
• Length: 9” (23 cm)
• Weight: 0.85 oz. (25 g)

#1009 - Skewer Tent Pegs (4-Pack)
• 12/case

#1010 - Skewer Tent Pegs (Bulk)
• 100/case

#1009
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#1010

ULTRALIGHT TENT STAKES

This orange anodized aluminum tent stake features a three-sided
design making it durable yet lightweight. It's versatile enough to work
well with just about any tent and durable enough to last for years.
In addition, there's a notch at the top for securing guy lines, and an
attached nylon pull-cord allows for easy removal.
• Length: 9” (23 cm)
• Weight: 0.5 oz. (14 g)

#1000 - Ultralight Tent Stakes (4-Pack)
• 6/case

#1001 - Ultralight Tent Stakes (Bulk)
• Bulk Ultralight Tent Stakes
• 100/case

#1000

#1001

TWIST ANCHOR

Made of high quality POM plastic, this lightweight peg offers superior
holding power in soft soil or sand. It's ideal for securing tents and
awnings where conventional pegs are prone to slip and fail. Durable
and flexible, it features multiple ways to tie rope and cord for a secure
hold using the hook at the top, or the eyelet in the handle.
• Can screw into sand or soil, and also works underwater!
• Great for small watercraft or sun tents
• Dimensions: 12.6” (32 cm) height, 3.1”
(8 cm) width, 1.2” (3 cm) thick
• Weight: 2.2 oz. (62.4 g)

#1802 - Twist Anchors (Bulk)
• 24/case

#1803 - Twist Anchor (Single)
• 8/case

ALSO GREAT FOR tieing down kayaks, paddleboards, small watercraft

STEEL TENT PEGS

These durable, steel constructed tent pegs are ideal for small tents,
tarps or mosquito nets.
#1609 - Steel Tent Pegs (4-Pack)
•
•
•
•

5 mm Wide
7”Long (17.8 cm)
1” Hook (2.5 cm)
12/case

#1610 - Steel Tent Pegs (Bulk)
• 80/case

#1610

#1609

TENT STAKES

The plated steel construction of these stakes allows for excellent hard
ground penetration.
#9809 - 9" Tent Stakes (4-Pack)
• Length: 9" (22.9 cm)
• 12/case

#9810 - 9" Tent Stakes (Bulk)

#9810

• Length: 9" (22.9 cm)
• 50/case

#9812 - 12" Tent Stakes (4-Pack)
• Length: 12" (30.5 cm)
• 12/case

#9813 - 12" Tent Stakes (Bulk)
• Length: 12" (30.5 cm)
• 50/case

#9809

#9812

#9813
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ABS TENT PEGS

Our ABS tent pegs are bright and easily seen and feature a rugged
design with large no-slip hook.
#9306 - 6" ABS Tent Pegs (6Pack)

#9310 - 9" ABS Tent Pegs (Bulk)

• 15.2 cm
• 12/case

• 22.9 cm
• Each peg with UPC
• 100/case

#9307 - 6" ABS Tent Pegs (Bulk)

#9312 - 12" ABS Tent Pegs (6-Pack)

• 15.2 cm
• Each peg with UPC
• 100/case

#9309 - 9" ABS Tent Pegs (6-Pack)
• 22.9 cm
• 12/case

• 30.5 cm
• 12/case

#9313 - 12" ABS Tent Pegs (Bulk)
• 30.5 cm
• Each peg with UPC
• 100/case

#9309

#9306

#9310

#9307

What's the difference between
polypropylene and ABS?
These are 2 different kinds of plastic, formulated to fit your needs.
Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) is stronger and more
durable, while polypropylene (PP)
weighs less by volume.

#9312

#9313

POLYPROPYLENE TENT PEGS

Made of durable polypropylene, these tent pegs feature a rugged design
and large no-slip hook.
• Length: 9” (23 cm)

#9496 - Polypropylene Tent Pegs (6-Pack)
• 12/case

#9497 - Polypropylene Tent Pegs (Bulk)
• Each peg with UPC
• 100/case

#9497

#9496

STEEL SKEWER PEGS

These steel tent pegs are twisted to provide better holding power than
standard smooth pegs. They are ideal for lightweight tents and tarps.
#8326 - Steel Skewer Pegs (6-Pack)
• Length: 7” (18 cm)
• Weight: 0.6 oz. (18 g)
• 12/case

#8327 - Steel Skewer Pegs (Bulk)
• 150/case

#8326
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#8327

#9742

#9460

TENT PEG MALLET

TENT PEG MALLET

For use with plastic or steel pegs.
This mallet has an integrated
peg puller in the handle.

Our mallet features a rubber head
and a wooden handle which includes
a hook on the end to make quick
work of pulling pegs.

• Weight: 7.4 oz. (200 g)
• 6/case

• Weight: 16 oz. (454 g)
• 6/case

ROPES AND CORD
50’ NYLON PARACORD

Great for survival bracelets, shelter building, gear repair, snares, traps
and more, this cord is a “must have product” for campers, hunters,
survivalists and backpackers. The Type III, commercial grade, 550
cord features seven individual inner core strands. Adding strength,
these strands can also be used separately for any number of things
such as sewing thread or as a fishing line.
•
•
•
•

Will not rot or mildew
Overall length: 50’ (15.25 m)
Safe working load: 100 lbs. (45.36 kg)
4 /case

#1450
Black

#1452
Tan

#1454
Olive Drab

#1456
Orange

OUTDOOR TOOLS - ROPES AND CORD
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PARACORD BRACELET

With a break strength of 550 lbs., these bracelets are the ultimate
survival tool that can be depended on when needed most! They can
be used for many things including: first aid, repairing gear and fishing.
•
•
•
•
•

0.75” (1.9 cm) wide and contains 9' (2.7 m) of paracord
100% nylon outer shell with 7 inner strands made from 3 nylon filaments
Quality 0.6" (15 mm) plastic buckle
Bracelets unravel in seconds!
4 popular color combinations: tan,
olive drab, tan/black, olive drab/black

#1406 - Paracord Bracelet (Single)
• 8/case

#1408 - Bowl of Paracord Bracelets
• Quantity: 24 per bowl
• 1/case

UTILITY CORD

This general purpose utility cord features superior strength and
flexible woven polypropylene construction that resists abrasion, oil,
rot and mildew.
#1360 - 3 mm Utility Cord
•
•
•
•
•

Cord width 0.125" (3 mm)
Great for guy lines and small tie-downs
Overall length: 50’ (15.25 m)
Safe working load: 60 lbs. (27 kg)
12/case

#1360

#1365 - 5 mm Utility Cord
•
•
•
•
•

Cord width 0.19" (5 mm)
Great for guy lines and small tie-downs
Overall length: 50’ (15.25 m)
Safe working load: 100 lbs. (45 kg)
12/case

#1365

#1370 - 7 mm Utility Cord
•
•
•
•
•

Cord width 0.25" (7 mm)
Great for small tie-downs or laundry line
Overall length: 50’ (15.25 m)
Safe working load: 100 lbs. (45 kg)
12/case

#1360

#1370

#1365

#1370

#1375

UTILITY ROPE - 6 MM

This high visibility yellow general purpose 0.25” x 50’ (15.25 m) rope
is great for around the campsite. The 3 strand twisted, low stretch
polypropylene construction resists abrasion, oil, rot and mildew.
• Overall length: 50’ (15.25 m)
• Safe working load: 130 lbs. (58 kg)
• 12/case
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#1408

#1406

#9860

#0020

POLYPROPYLENE
ROPE

This white, abrasion resistant
polypropylene rope floats in
water while not absorbing any
moisture. Also provides high
knot retention and is UV resistant
to give it extended longevity in
situations where it will be exposed
to sunlight for extended periods
of time.

MULTI-PURPOSE
UTILITY CORD

This strong and thin multipurpose polypropylene cord
won’t rot or mildew. It's useful
as a guy line, clothesline, lashing
and for tie-downs.
• Length: 66’ (20 m)
• Diameter: 0.125” (4 mm)
• 12/case

• Length: 50’ (15.2 m)
• Diameter: 0.25” (6.4 mm)
• 12/case

POLY CORD

This cord comes on a reusable spool and consists of a polypropylene
sheath with a polyester core.
• Diameter: 0.25” (6 mm)

#701 - White Poly Cord
• Length: 50’ (15.2 m)
• 12/case

#707 - Orange Poly Cord
• Length: 50’ (15.2 m)
• 12/case

#9050 - Camo Poly Cord
• Length: 50’ (15.2 m)
• 12/case

#701

#707

#9050

#1630

REFLECTIVE GUY LINE

Perfect for guy lines or trail marking, this highly visible .08" (2 mm) cord
minimizes tripping and aids in locating gear.
• 50’ (15.2 m) per package
• Biner included
• 4/case
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STRAPS, BUNGEE AND WEBBING
UTILITY STRAPS

These straps feature a sewn-on buckle with strong 1” (2.5 cm)
polypropylene webbing, making it easy to cut and seal to desired length.
• 12/case

#7604 - 4’ Utility Strap

#7608 - 8’ Utility Strap

#7606 - 6’ Utility Strap

#7610 - 10’ Utility Strap

• Length: 4’ (1.22 m)

• Length: 6’ (1.83 m)

• Length: 8’ (2.44 m)

• Length: 10’ (3.05 m)

ARNO STRAP

Featuring patented, non-slip buckles, our Arno Straps are constructed
of strong, woven 0.75” (18 mm) polyester which can be easily cut and
sealed to a desired length. The spring loaded, zinc plated buckles are
durable and simple to operate.
• 2/package
• 12/case

#8424 - 24” Arno Strap

#8448 - 48” Arno Straps

#8436 - 36” Arno Strap

#8460 - 60” Arno Straps

• Length: 24” (60 cm)

• Length: 36” (90 cm)

• Length: 48” (120 cm)

• Length: 60” (150 cm)

#7890

SLEEPING BAG
STRAPS

These 100% polypropylene straps
feature a quick tab release
buckle. They are easily cut and
sealed to any desired length.
• Size: 0.75” (2 cm) by 48” (1.22 m)
• 2/package
• 6/case

STRETCH STRAPS

The ultimate in cargo straps, these are are made of a tight-knit
polypropylene sheath and a rubber core for superior wear resistance
and a wide strap to evenly distribute the load.
• Extra wide 0.75” strap
• One per package
• 6/case

#0751 - 20” Stretch Strap
• Length: 20” (51 cm)

#0752 - 30” Stretch Strap
• Length: 30” (76 cm)

#0753 - 40” Stretch Strap
• Length: 40” (101 cm)

#0754 - 50” Stretch Strap
• Length: 50” (127 cm)

ALSO GREAT FOR holding tablecloths in place on picnic table, securing items for storage
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#0302

SLEEPING BAG
BUNGEE CORDS

These are a convenient and easy
way to fasten sleeping bags to
your backpack. Also great for
securing other large bulky items
to your pack.
• Contains: 2 cords 0.16” x 30” (4 mm
x 76 cm)
• 12/case

STRETCH CORD

This sturdy stretch cord features
plastic coated hooks on each
end which will not loosen in travel.
• One per card
• 12/case

#513 - 33” Stretch Cord
• Length: 33” (83 cm)

#514 - 40” Stretch Cord
• Length: 40” (102 cm)

#512

20” STRETCH
CORD

This sturdy stretch cord features
plastic coated hooks on each end
which will not loosen in travel.
• Length: 20” (51 cm)
• Two per card
• 12/case

#516

MINI STRETCH
CORDS

Featuring multi strand rubber
cores with a durable outer wrap,
these mini cords stretch to
maximum length of 20” (50 cm).
• Length: 10”- 20” (25 cm - 50 cm)
• 4 cords to a card
• 6/case

#515 - 50” Stretch Cord
• Length: 50”(127 cm)

#9356

ASSORTED
STRETCH CORDS

Six sturdy, high quality stretch
cords in 3 sizes provides an
economical assortment for a
variety of uses.
• Contains: 2 - 12” (30.5 cm), 2 - 18”
(45.7 cm), 2 - 24” (61 cm)
• 6/case

#705

GUY LINE
ADAPTERS

Featuring handy stretch loops
with plastic coated hooks, these
adapters use a tension absorber
to keep the guy lines tight.
This prevents critical stress to
grommets and material.
• 4 x 6” (15.2 cm) adapters per package
• 12/case

#9750

12 PIECE
ASSORTED
STRETCH CORDS

These cords feature strong
plastic coated hooks (excluding
10” size which have stainless
uncoated hooks) and a multistrand rubber core with a
durable outer wrap.
• Contains: 2 - 30” (76 cm), 2 - 24” (61
cm), 2 - 18” (45.7 cm), 2 - 12” (30.5 cm),
4 - 10” (25 cm)
• 6/case
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#1530

GEAR LOCK

This sturdy steel cable with vinyl cover protects gear from scratches
and deters would-be thieves. The resettable 4-digit combination can
be set to one of 10,000 possibilities - plus it has an LED-illuminated
dial to help you see the code at night.
•
•
•
•
•
•

6' (1.83 m) Long
0.47" (12 mm) diameter steel cable with vinyl coating
Keyless convenience and flexible security
High visibility red vinyl cover
Uses 1 x CR2032 batteries (included)
4/case

ALSO GREAT FOR locking down camping valuables like propane
tanks, BBQs, bikes, small watercraft, or large inflatables

LAUNDRY LINES AND ACCESSORIES
ANCHOR CLIPS

Coghlan's Anchor Clips are a new and easy solution for attaching
a variety of items to a suspended rope or cord line. Each Coghlan's
Anchor clip has two oppositely swinging crescent-shaped hooks that
cinch around items that are placed inside them, using gravity to stay
closed. The top of the clip loops around a tight cord or line using
friction to stay in place. Great for laundry, towels, lamps, water bottles
or light cooking utensils. Available in a 4-pack, or 8-piece kit.
• Made of aluminum
• Color: Red

#2070 - Anchor Clips
• Includes 4 Anchor Clips
• 12/case

#2071 - Anchor Clip Set

• Includes 4 Anchor Clips,
2 red tensioners, 25’ of
0.08” thick red cord
(7.6 m x 2 mm), storage pouch
• 6/case

Illuminated Dial
#2070
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#0433

BUNGEE
CLOTHESLINE

The unique design of this clothesline eliminates the need for
clothes pegs making it lightweight
and convenient. Simply feed
portions of fabric between the two
strands of bungee and the tension
will hold your clothes in place!

#8512

LAUNDRY REEL

Our Laundry Reel features strong
nylon rope with 2 brass hooks
and sturdy ABS plastic construction.
• Length: 21’ (6.4 m)
• Weight: 2.5 oz. (70 g)
• 12/case

• Unstretched length: 6’ (1.8 m)
• 6/case

#0181

CLOTHES LINE

This polypropylene clothes line
won't rot, retain odor or absorb
water. Comes with 2 ABS sliders
that help adjust tension.
• Length: 25’ (7.6 m),
diameter: 0.19” (4.7 mm)
• Includes 2 slide tensioners
• 12/case

#8041

CLOTHES CLIPS

These colorful plastic coated
wire clips are strong and will
not break or bend. The unique
design allows them to be permanently attached to a clothesline.
• 8 clips/package
• 12/case

HAND TOOLS
#2060

HATCHET

A staple for every camping
toolkit, this rugged steel Hatchet
is a great tool for many tasks at the
campsite, or in the backyard. Fulltang construction and rubberized grips reduce the impact
on hands and wrists while
striking, making this Hatchet as
comfortable as it is handy.
Handle color: red and black
Length: 14” (35.5 cm)
Weight: 2.2 lbs. (1 kg.)
Nylon sheath with
belt loop included
• 4/case

#9060

CAMP AXE

The Camp Axe has a forged
steel head and a steel shaft with
a non-slip grip. The handy notch
in the axe head allows for quick
removal of nails.
• Length: 13” (33 cm)
• Weight: 1.7 lbs. (750 g)
• 4/case

•
•
•
•

ALSO GREAT FOR hammering tent pegs
#1160

PACK AXE

This
rugged,
functional,
space-saving axe is a handy,
indispensable tool for campers,
backpackers, hunters and other
outdoor enthusiasts. It features
a non-slip rubber grip designed
for comfort and includes a black
nylon storage sheath.
• Material: SK-5 forged carbon steel
head with satin plating with 50-55
HRC fully hardened axe edge
• Weight: 14.5 oz. (411 g)
• Length: 10” (25.4 cm)
• 4/case
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#8901

#704

FOLDING SAW

SPORTSMAN’S
POCKET SAW

A perfect size to carry in a
pack, pocket, tackle box or RV/
trailer. This saw cuts through
wood, metal, plastic and bone with
an easy back and forth action.

Featuring a rugged anodized aluminum frame that holds extra
blades, this saw is both safe and compact. The included blade
is ideal for all wood types.
• Weight: 16 oz. (454 g)
• 6/case

• Length: 20” (50.8 cm)
• 12/case

#8304

COMMANDO SAW

This saw features an 8-strand
stainless steel blade that cuts
wood, plastic, bone, rubber and
soft metal. The durable nylon
wrist straps convert the saw to a
snare by passing one wrist strap
through the other.
• Length: 20” (50.8 cm)
• 12/case

Extends to 30"
(76.2 cm)

SIERRA SAW

This saw features a locking blade with a durable handle. The
tempered flexible steel blade ensures smooth cuts.
• Blade length: 7” (18 cm)

#8400 - Sierra Saw
•
•
•
•
•

Blade length: 7” (18 cm)
Weight: 5.5 oz. (155 g)
Overall length: 16” (40 cm)
Length closed: 9.5” (24 cm)
6/case

#8945 - Replacement Blade
• Fits Coghlan’s #8400 Sierra Saw
• 6/case

#8400

#0562

POCKET SIERRA SAW

This is the ultimate pocket saw for the outdoors and around the home
as it never needs sharpening! The unique One-Touch Lock System
ensures the blade is securely locked open when in use. Comfortable,
ergonomic grip is slip-resistant and the blade folds into the handle for
safety when carried or stored.
•
•
•
•

Blade length: 4" (10 cm)
Weight: 2.7 oz. (76.5 g)
Overall length: 8.5" (21.5 cm)
6/case
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#8945

#9725

FOLDING SHOVEL WITH SAW

This tempered shovel blade with tubular steel shaft has a three position
locking latch and attached saw blade.
•
•
•
•

Saw blade length: 5.5” (14 cm)
Shovel length with handle fully extended is 23.25” (59 cm)
Saw length including handle is 12.5” (31.7 cm)
4/case

#9065

FOLDING SHOVEL

Featuring a tempered forged steel blade with metal handle and shaft,
this folding shovel has a positive locking collar to keep everything
secure when unfolded and in use.
• Length open: 23” (58 cm)
• Length folded: 10” (25 cm)
• 4/case

#9720

MINI SHOVEL
WITH PICK

This shovel has a metal shaft
with a positive locking collar and
features tempered forged steel
tools. It includes a Cordura®
carrying pouch.
• Length: 16” (40.5 cm)
• 4/case

#8408

TROWEL

Our trowel is ideal for backpacking
or day hikes. It's a lightweight,
convenient trenching tool made
of high impact polystyrene plastic.
• Weight: 2 oz. (55 g)
• 12/case

OUTDOOR TOOLS - HAND TOOLS
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#1577

#0077

MACHETE

A high carbon spring steel 18" (45.7 cm) polished blade offers superior
strength. Rugged plastic handle is comfortable for a strong grip when
in use. Includes a heavy duty Cordura®nylon sheath.
• 6/case

#9575

12-IN-1 SCISSORS

This multi-purpose stainless steel
tool includes 12 useful functions:
scissor, wire cutter and stripper,
knife, screwdriver, magnet, can
opener, wrench, jar wrench,
fish scaler, nut cracker and
bottle opener.

EXTENDIBLE FIRE POKER

This sturdy chrome plated fire poker is perfect for camping or the
backyard fire pit and features a stay-cool wooden handle.
• Extendible shaft provides safe working
distance of 17" - 30” (43.1 cm - 76.2 cm)
• Retractable shaft for easy storage
• Includes leather hanging loop
• Shaft locks into place
• 4/case

#8908

SAFETY SCISSORS

The stainless steel blades of our
safety scissors slide into their
strong ABS plastic handles for
safe storage.
• Length: 7.5” (19 cm)
• 12/case

• Red handle*
• 12/case

*The color of the handle may not be exactly as shown

#7600

FOLDING
SCISSORS

Perfect for a tool box, tackle box,
or in the RV, these folding scissors
feature stainless steel blades
and chrome plated die cast handles.
• 12/case
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•

•

•

•

#9507 - Multi-Function Army Knife

•

•

•

•

•

#9511 - Multi-Function Army Knife

•

•

•

•

•

#9690 - Multi-Function Campers Tool

•

•

•

•

•

#9505

MULTI-FUNCTION
CAMP KNIFE

Tools included are: large knife
blade, can opener, bottle opener/
screwdriver, corkscrew, hole
punch, toothpick and tweezers.
• 5 functions
• 6/case

•
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

#9507

MULTI-FUNCTION
CAMP KNIFE

Tools included are: large knife,
blade, scissors, bottle opener/
screwdriver, corkscrew, can
opener, Phillips screwdriver,
toothpick, mini tweezers, and file.
• 7 functions
• 6/case

#9511

MULTI-FUNCTION
CAMP KNIFE

Tools included are: large knife
blade, can opener, scissors, saw,
file, fish scaler/hook disgorger, awl,
hole punch, corkscrew, Phillips
screwdriver, bottle opener/screwdriver, toothpick and tweezers.
• 11 functions
• 6/case

#9690

MULTI-FUNCTION
CAMPERS TOOL

This stainless steel tool includes:
combination regular and needle
nose pliers, vise grip teeth,
wire cutter, 3 sizes screwdriver
blades, Phillips screwdriver, can
opener, punch/awl, bottle opener,
file and two knife blades with
carrying case. Perfect for tasks
around the campsite.
• Folds to 1 x 4” (2.5 cm x 11 cm)
• 6/case

#7945

SHARPENING
STONE

This stone features high quality
coarse and fine grit made of
electric furnace abrasive grain.
It comes complete with vinyl
carrying case and sharpens most
sport knives quickly and easily.
• Size: 3” x 1.5” x 0.5”
(7.6 cm x 3.8 cm x 1.3 cm)
• Weight: 3 oz. (85 g)
• 12/case

#8252

CAMPER’S KNIFE

This multitool features a knife blade,
fork, spoon and can punch. High
impact steel handles with inset
rubber grips detach to give a
two-piece utensil set. The fork
pivots to lock the two halves
together when not in use for easy
storage.
• 6/case

OUTDOOR TOOLS - HAND TOOLS
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•

POP-UP CONTAINERS
POP-UP CONTAINERS

These lightweight containers are handy around the campsite, RV, or the home and are great for garbage, recycling, or storage. Spring loaded
and simple to use, just unzip the storage lid and release the tabs and it automatically expands to its full size. When finished using, simply push it
down flat, and secure the nylon tabs on the sides. Fully zippered top to deter pests and keep items in place.
#1219 - Pop-Up Camp Trash Can

#1715 - Pop-Up Recycle Bin

#1713 - Mini Pop-Up Camp Trash Can

#1819 - Deluxe Pop-Up Trash Can

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heavy duty, tear resistant polyethylene fabric, with a storage pocket
Fits any standard 33 gal. (125 L.) trash bag
Approximate Volume: 29.5 gal. (111 L)
Dimensions: 19” (46 cm) diameter, 1.75” (4.4 cm) - 24” (61 cm) height
2 web strap carry handles
4/case

Heavy duty, tear resistant polyethylene fabric, with a storage pocket
Approximate Volume: 14.1 gal. (53 L)
Dimensions: 15” (38 cm) diameter, 1.5” (3.81 cm) thick 18.5” (47 cm) height
2 web strap carry handles
4/case

ALSO GREAT FOR seasonal yard cleaning

#1713
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#1219
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• Heavy duty, tear resistant polyethylene fabric, with a storage pocket, recycle
symbol printed on lid
• Approximate volume: 29.5 gal. (111 L)
• Dimensions: 19” (46 cm) diameter, 1.75” (4.4 cm) - 24” (61 cm) height
• 2 web strap carry handles
• 4/case
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Made of durable 600D polyester with 2 storage pockets
4 interior edge clips secure garbage bags
2 longer nylon web handles simplify transporting when full
Approximate Volume: 29.5 gal. (111 L)
Dimensions: 19” (48 cm) diameter, 2.5” (6.4 cm) - 24” (61 cm) height
2 rugged nylon web handles can be held together in one hand.
4/case

#1715

#1819

AIR PUMPS
#0817

BATTERY POWERED AIR PUMP

The 4D Battery Air Pump makes inflating pool floats and toys a
breeze. It's ideal for high volume/low pressure inflation and deflation
ports. It's not intended for use with stem or needle valves used to fill
balls or tires.
• Includes 3 valve adapters
• Requires 4 x D cell batteries (not included)
• 4/case

#0809

#0815

12V DC ELECTRIC AIR PUMP

Plugging into any 12V DC outlet, this pump fills small to medium size
inflatables quickly and easily. Handy in the boat, RV or car, it comes with
a 10’ (3 m) power cord.
• Includes 3 valve adapters
• 4/case

#0813

110/120V ELECTRIC
AIR PUMP

6V RECHARGEABLE
AIR PUMP

• Includes 3 valve adapters
• 4/case

• Includes 3 valve adapters, 110V AC
charger, and 12V DC charger
• 4/case

This pump plugs into a 110/120V
outlet and comes with 3 valve
adapters to fill a variety of inflatables up fast! A typical twin size
air mattress can be inflated in
about one minute.

A powerful 6V Ni-MH rechargeable battery allows this pump to
be taken anywhere. It inflates
or deflates continuously for 20
minutes on a charge allowing
cordless ease while filling.

#0819

BELLOWS
FOOT PUMP

The bellows action of this pump
forces 3000 CC of air into the
inflatable making it suitable for
small to medium size inflatables.
It features inflation and deflation
ports, rugged ABS construction
and a 41.5” (105 cm) flexible hose.
• Includes 3 valve adapters
• Collapses for easy storage
• 4/case

WARNING: None of these pumps are intended for high-pressure items, i.e. basketballs, footballs, soccer balls, or inner tubes

OUTDOOR TOOLS - AIR PUMPS
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#1490

FIBERGLASS TENT POLE REPAIR KIT

This kit allows for quick replacement of broken or damaged tent poles.
The poles provide renewed stability and structure to any shelter and
are easy to install. Durable materials make this kit a dependable, longlasting choice for outdoor use while saving the expense of buying a
brand new tent.
•
•
•
•

Four 25.63” (65.1 cm) fiberglass tent pole sections
Shock cord and lead wire included
0.37" (9.5 mm) ferrules
6/case

#0194

TENT POLE
REPAIR KIT

This kit allows broken tent poles
to be fixed quickly and easily.
• Contains: 11.25’ (3.4 m) x 3/32” (2.5
mm) shock cord, 30” (76 cm) wire, 6
washers, 2 ferrules (1 each: 8.5 mm,
9.5 mm)
• 12/case

#0196

REPLACEMENT
SHOCK CORD

A must have for campers who
consider themselves prepared
for anything, this cord allows
for quick and easy repair of all
shock corded poles.
• Contains: 18’ (5.5 m) of 0.09” (2.5 mm)
shock cord
• 12/case

ALSO GREAT FOR use as lashing
for tie-downs, as a clothes line,
emergency tourniquets

#8880

AIRSTOP

Airstop creates a permanent seal
in minutes and can be used to
repair any polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) material. Plain PVC or PVC
coated nylon or rayon can be
repaired as well as vinyl rain suits
and tarps.
• Net contents: 0.27 oz. (8 mL)
• 12/case

#9695

WATER BASED
SEAM SEAL

The easy to use applicator
applies waterproofing for sewn
seams on nylon and other synthetic
outdoor fabrics. It's colorless,
flexible and washable.
• Net volume: 2 fl. oz. (59.16 mL)
• 12/case
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#0205

NYLON TENT
REPAIR KIT

Everything needed for common
repairs to nylon tents.
• Contains: 2 adhesive-backed nylon
patches, 2 mesh screen patches, 2
spools nylon thread, 1-#4 needle, 3
ferrules (1 each: 8.5 mm, 9.5 mm and
11 mm), 45” (114 cm) shock cord, and a
resealable bag for storage
• 12/case

#706

SNAP N' TAP
GROMMETS

Intended for use with plastic,
canvas or nylon, these grommets
are conveniently self-cutting for
quick and simple installation.
• 8 grommets/package
• 12/case

#8811

SNAP FASTENER
KIT

This kit conains everything you
need to add screw-in fasteners
with snap fastener capabilities.
to add or replace snap fasteners.
It's ideal for many do-it-yourself
applications such as tent trailers,
boat covers, tents, curtains and
awnings.
• Contains: 8 sets nickel-plated screwin stud-to-canvas fasteners, flaring
tool and setting base
• 12/case

#860BP

PLASTIC OR
RUBBER REPAIR
KIT

For quick, on-the-spot repair of
any vinyl, plastic or soft rubber
items, this repair kit contains all
required elements.
• Contents: cement: .30 fl. oz. (8.8 ml),
1 metal rasp, 4 rubber patches: 1.25”
x 1.25” (3.2 x 3.2 cm), 1 rubber patch:
2.25” x 3.25” (5.7 x 8.3 cm)
• 12/case

#711

NYLON
REPAIR TAPE

Consisting of rip-stop nylon with
a pressure sensitive adhesive
backing, our kit includes 4 different
colors perfect for quick repairs.
• 12/case

#8812

GROMMET KIT

Consisting of replacement silver
colored, nickel-plated grommets,
this kit is ideal for canvas, plastic,
leather, cotton or synthetic fabrics.
• Kit contains: 20 - 0.375” (9.5 mm)
grommets, cutting tool, insert punch
and setting die
• 12/case

#712

VINYL REPAIR
TAPE

Including four assorted colors
in each kit, these tough, vinyl
plastic patches have a pressure
sensitive adhesive backing for
quick on-the-spot repairs.
• 12/case

#0661

HANDY DUCT TAPE

This high quality duct tape
with peel off backing fits
anywhere – in your pocket,
pack, first aid kit, toolbox
and wallet! It's easily customized to the required length and
the removable backing keeps
the duct tape clean and ready to
use at any time.

#8150

SCREEN PATCHES

These screen patches are ideal
for repairing nylon, metal or fiberglass screens. They feature an
easy to use self-adhesive, pressure
sensitive patch application.
• Contains: 3 - 5” x 6.5” (12.7 cm x 16.5
cm) pieces
• 12/case

• Size: 1.97” x 6’ (5 cm x 1.83 m)
• 12/case

OUTDOOR TOOLS - CARE AND REPAIR
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#703

TENT REPAIR KIT

This kit features everything you
might need for quick emergency
tent repairs.
• Contains: 2 pieces approximately 8” x
8” (20 cm x 20 cm) waterproof canvas
material, 1 piece approximately 8”
x 8” (20 cm x 20 cm) nylon window
screen, 1 x needle, thread and tube of
Coghlan’s canvas cement
• 12/case

#8205

SEWING KIT

A handy companion for campers,
backpackers and travelers, this sewing kit is ideal for trailside repairs.
• Contains: 150’ (45 m) of thread in an
assortment of colors, 8 buttons, 2
snaps, 5 safety pins, 2 straight pins, 5
needles, a needle threader, thimble
and scissors
• 12/case

#9944

ZIPPER PULLS

These handy replacements or
additions on jackets, coats,
sleeping bags, and more, make
opening and closing zippers
much easier.

#8045

CORD-LOK

Cord-Loks are a fast, secure and
permanent means of holding drawstrings and light pull cords tight.
• 2/package
• 12/case

• 12/case

#1014

TARP CLIPS

These tarp clips are constructed
from a durable nylon resin, they
grip harder as more weight is
exerted onto the clip jaws. Ideal
for securing tarps and tents,
they can support up to 240 lbs.
of resistance.
• 2/package
• 8/case
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#0180

QUICK RELEASE
BUCKLES

This kit includes 2 complete,
impact resistant, molded plastic
buckles suitable for use with 1”
(2.54 cm) straps and 4 slides.
• 12/case

CLEANING
#8407

TENT WHISK AND DUST PAN

This set's pieces conveniently nest within themselves for compact
storage. They are made from sturdy thermoplastic with flagged tip
polypropylene brush bristles for smooth sweeping action.
• Length: dust pan 8.5” (21.6 cm)
• Weight: 3.5 oz. (98 g)
• 12/case

ALSO GREAT FOR sweeping out tents, RV’s or watercraft

CAMP SOAP

When hiking, camping, or in the RV, this is a convenient way to take
soap on-the-go. It's great for cleaning dishes or gear.
#9613 - Camp Soap

• Capacity: 2 fl. oz. (59 mL)
• 12/case

#9617 - Camp Soap

• Capacity: 4 fl. oz. (118 mL)
• 4/case

#9613

#9617

OUTDOOR TOOLS - CLEANING
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LIGHTSTICKS
LIGHTSTICKS

Featuring chemiluminescent technology, these lights are safe and
reliable for use in all conditions. Available in several colors, they can
be used as warning lights, marker lights, signal lights, dive lights or
safety lights as well as dozens of other applications when camping,
fishing, hunting or hiking. Lanyards included.
#9202 - Green

#9831 - Bulk Blue

• 12 hour lifetime
• 12/case

• 50/case

#9836 - Orange

#9200 - Bulk Green
• 50/case

• 12 hour lifetime
• 12/case

#9820 - Red

#9837 - Bulk Orange

• 12 hour lifetime
• 12/case

BULK LIGHTSTICK DISPLAY

50 Piece bulk display with header display included. Lanyards included.
#9200BD - Green

#9841BD - Yellow

#9821BD - Red

#9837BD - Orange

#9831BD - Blue

#9837HL - Halloween
Style (Orange)

• 50/case
• 50/case
• 50/case

• 50/case

• 50/case

• 50/case

#9840 - Yellow

#9821 - Bulk Red
• 50/case

• 12 hour lifetime
• 12/case

#9830 - Blue

#9841 - Bulk Yellow

• 8 hour lifetime
• 12/case

• 50/case

#9837HL

#0225

LIGHTSTICKS

Featuring heat and flame-free
operation, our light-sticks are
cool to the touch and non-toxic.
A convenient lanyard is included.

#9202

• 4/package
• Length: 4" (10.2 cm)
• 12/case

#9820

#9830

#9836

#9840

#9845

4 LIGHT STICK
ASSORTMENT

1 of each, Green, Yellow, Red,
Blue. Lanyards included.
• 6/case

#9848

FAMILY PACK
LIGHTSTICKS

A smaller version of our other
lightsticks conveniently packaged
to include all colors to keep things
interesting. Lanyards included.
• 8 colors per pack.
• Length: 4” (10 cm)
• 12/case
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#9200BD

ON-THE-GO
PERSONAL CARE
#2094

SILICONE TOOTHBRUSH COVERS

While traveling or at home, Coghlan’s Silicone Toothbrush
covers keep your toothbrush from getting dirty or contaminated
between brushings. The food-grade silicone is flexible and easily
slips over most standard and electric toothbrush heads and
can be easily sanitized in a dishwasher or boiling water.
• Each package contains 1 white and 1 blue cover
• Made with food-safe, dishwasher safe silicone
• 6/case

#657

TOOTHBRUSH
HOLDERS

These toothbrush holders feature
durable polypropylene plastic for a
handy, sanitary solution to transporting all sizes of toothbrushes.
• 2/package
• 6/case

#0520

RAZOR COVERS

These covers offer protection for
razors when camping or traveling.
They fit most safety razors and
can also be used to store extra
blades.
• 12/case

ON-THE-GO - PERSONAL CARE
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SILICONE TRAVEL BOTTLES

These soft, silicone tubes are food-safe (FDA), 100% BPA and
phthalate free. They are rugged enough for a backpack and soft
enough to allow all of the contents to be squeezed out.
•
•
•
•

Food grade silicone cap has 5 integrated content choices 1 blank
Leak proof bottle
TSA approved size 3 oz. (89 ml)
Carabiner hole in top to hang from backpack

#1950 - Silicone Travel
Bottles (3-Pack)
• 1 each: clear, blue, green
• 4/case

#1955 Clear Silicone Travel Bottle
• 6/case

#1956 Blue Silicone Travel Bottle

#1950

• 6/case

#1957 Green Silicone Travel Bottle
• 6/case

#1955

#1956

#9965

SOLAR HEATED
CAMP SHOWER

This lightweight, PVC camp
shower stores enough water for
multiple showers. It's compact
and easy to use and includes a
cord for hanging.
• Capacity: Approximately 5 gal.
(18.9 L)
• 4/case

#658

SOAP HOLDER

Our soap holder keeps bar
soap clean and dry in a durable
polypropylene plastic container.
• 12/case

#714

STAINLESS STEEL
MIRROR

Shatterproof and compact, this
mirror is highly polished stainless
steel with a convenient, integrated
lanyard hole.
• Size: 3.25” x 4.25" (8.3 cm x 11 cm)
• 12/case

#8501

FEATHERWEIGHT
MIRROR

Made of strong, shatter-proof
acrylic material our Featherweight
Mirror provides an exceptionally
clear image with no distortion
and features a conveniently
integrated lanyard hole.
• Size: 2.75” x 4.25” (7 cm x 11 cm)
• Weight: 0.7 oz. (20 g)
• 12/case
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#650

CAMP MIRROR

This mirror features a unique
metal hook on the back that
enables it to be used 3 ways
- standing, clamped on a pole
or hung. It's a quality mirror
housed in a sturdy plastic frame.
• Size: 5” x 7" (12.7 cm x 17.8 cm)
• 12/case

#1957

PERSONAL
TOILET TISSUE

This single ply toilet tissue is
designed to be soft yet strong
and absorbent.
• 150 sheets per roll.
• Size: 4.375” x 4.5” (11.1 cm x 11.4 cm)

#9177 Personal Toilet Tissue (2-Pack)
• 12/case

#9178 Personal Toilet Tissue (Bulk)
• 200/case

TISSUE
ON THE GO™

Fitting easily in a pocket or pack,
this tissue features a pull-out
dispenser that keeps the soft
2-ply tissue neat, clean and dry.
#0622 Tissue on the Go™ (2-Pack)
• 6/case

#0621 Tissue on the Go™ (Bulk)

#0622

• Single Dispenser
• 24/case

#0621

#8915

TOILET SEAT
COVER

Toilet Seat Covers are a sanitary
solution for when you need to
"go" while on-the-go.
• Sold in resealable plastic pouch
• 10 covers per package
• 24/case

#0140

RECTANGULAR
SLEEPING BAG
LINER

The polyester-cotton blend of
this liner keeps sleeping bags
warmer and drier by wicking
moisture away. Also extends the
life of your sleeping bag.
• Size: 86” x 35” (218 cm x 89 cm)
• 6/case

TOWELS
MICROFIBER TOWELS

These highly absorbent and ultra-comfortable blue Microfiber Towels
are specially designed for convenience and portability making them
perfect for many outdoor activities from swimming at the beach to
basketball at the park. With sewn-in pockets on either end of the
towels, you can easily carry items like soap or goggles. Each towel has
cinching loops on the sides to easily tie the towel around the waist or
chest. There is also an elastic loop attached to each towel for hanging
on a hook or tying the towel up in a roll.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Treated with Silvadur™ Antimicrobial Technology
Made of 85% polyester, and 15% polyamide
Storage pouch included
2 sewn-in pockets
2 cinching loops
Elastic hanging loop

#2032 - Medium Microfiber Towel

• Dimensions: 55.1” x 27.5” (140 cm x 70 cm)
• 4/case

#2034 - Large Microfiber Towel

• Dimensions: 59” x 39” (150 cm x 100 cm)
• 4/case

#2032

#2034

ON-THE-GO - TOWELS
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#2036

COOLING TOWEL

Keep cool in hot weather with Coghlan's Cooling Towel. Using a
process called constant evaporation, this towel keeps your skin cool
for hours. To activate simply dampen towel with water when dry, then
shake or snap already moistened towel to reactivate. The fabric is not
chemically treated, so the cooling effect will never wash out.
•
•
•
•
•

Great for the beach, boating, golfing or trail hikes
Dimensions: 11.8" x 39.3” (30 cm x 100 cm)
Color: Lime green/forest green
Storage bag included
6/case

#9335

#0170

CAMP TOWEL

DELUXE
CAMP TOWEL

Absorbing 10 times its weight
in water, our Fast Drying Camp
Towel is also ideal as a dishcloth,
pot holder, wash cloth or emergency bandage. Wringing removes
92% of water making it instantly
ready for reuse.

This compact, fast drying camp
towel can also be used as a
dishcloth, pot holder, or wash cloth.
• Made from 50% polyester/
50% acrylic
• Size: 14” x 40” (35.6 cm x 102 cm)
• 12/case

• Made from 50% Polyester / 50%
Rayon
• Size: 12” x 30” (30.5 cm x 76 cm)
• 12/case

TRAVEL ACCESSORIES
BRASS PADLOCK

Our keyed padlocks feature durable brass construction and come with
three keys.
#8820 - 0.75" Brass Padlock

SEW-ON FLAGS

Our set of three embroidered flags are washable and colorfast, and
can be sewn to any fabric or applied with heat. Instructions included.
• 3/package

• Size: 0.75” (20 mm)
• 12/case

#9547 - USA Sew on Flags

• Size: 1.19”(30 mm)
• 12/case

#9549 - Canada Sew on Flags

• 12/case

#8830 - 1.19” Brass Padlock

• 12/case

#8820
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#8830
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#9547

#9549

#8343

MONEY BELT & PASSPORT POUCH

The secure way to carry valuables, our money belt has two pockets
hidden within a zippered compartment. This compartment is further
concealed under a flap for additional security. The nylon waist strap
cinches with D-rings.
•
•
•
•

Fits waists up to 48” (120 cm)
Size: 18” x 4.5” (45 cm x 11 cm)
Weight: 2 oz. (56 g)
12/case

#0690

INSIDE/OUTSIDE MAT

This machine washable, all-purpose mat is perfect for use inside or
outside your tent or RV and features a non-skid natural rubber backing.
The 100% olefin yarns are soil, stain, mold and mildew resistant.
• Size: 1.5’ x 2.33’ (46 cm x 71 cm)
• 6/case

STORAGE BAGS AND ACCESSORIES
BAG COMPARISON BY SCALE

#2025
10” x 15” x 4”
(25.4 cm x 38.1 cm x 10 cm)

#1123
10.5” x 23”
(27 cm x 58 cm)

#2019
8” x 10” x 5”
(20.3 cm x 25.4 cm x 12.7 cm)

#8212
12” x 22”
(31 cm x 56 cm)

#2020
10” x 12” x 5”
(25.4 cm x 30.4 cm x 12.7 cm)

#8214
14” x 30”
(35.5 cm x 76 cm)

#1116
7” x 16”
(18 cm x 40 cm)
615"3

#8230
14” dia. x 30”
(35.5 cm x 76 cm)

#1118
8” x 18”
(20 cm x 46 cm)
753"3

#8319
19” x 23”
(48 cm x 58 cm)

#2021
10” x 15” x 6”
(25.4 cm x 38.1 cm x 15.2 cm)

#9856
22” x 36”
(56 cm x 91.5 cm)

#8210
10” x 20”
(26 cm x 52 cm)

#8814
22” x 36”
(56 cm x 91.5 cm)
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#2019, #2020, #2021

EXPANDABLE PACKING CUBES

Made of grey rip-stop nylon, these packing cubes are designed to
help keep your luggage and gear organized. Each Packing Cube can
either double in size for storing more gear or be compacted to save
space, using the expansion zipper that wraps around the side. The
main zipper is double-headed with zipper pulls for easy access. The
front panel is made from breathable mesh to keep your clothes or gear
from getting musty. Available in 3 sizes.
• Expandable to fit your needs
• Sewn-in handles for carrying or hanging
• Made with rip-stop nylon, for durability,
and to prevent tearing

#2019 - Small Packing Cube

• Collapsed Dimensions: 8” x 10” x 2.5” (20.3 cm x 25.4 cm x 6.3 cm)
• Expanded Dimensions: 8” x 10” x 5” (20.3 cm x 25.4 cm x 12.7 cm)
• 6/case

#2020 - Medium Packing Cube

• Collapsed Dimensions: 10” x 12” x 2.5” (25.4 cm x 30.4 cm x 6.3 cm)
• Expanded Dimensions: 10” x 12” x 5” (25.4 cm x 30.4 cm x 12.7 cm)
• 6/case

#2021 - Large Packing Cube

• Collapsed Dimensions: 10” x 15” x 3” (25.4 cm x 38.1 cm x 7.6 cm)
• Expanded Dimensions: 10” x 15” x 6” (25.4 cm x 38.1 cm x 15.2 cm)
• 6/case

#2019

#2020

#2025

WET/DRY BAG
82
NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2020
Keep your wet garments separated and organized with Coghlan's
Wet/Dry Bag. This dual compartment blue rip-stop nylon bag is
perfect for days at the beach or stacking laundry when traveling. The
reverse coil zipper and taped seams secure the water-resistant side,
and a mesh front keeps the dry side breathable. The bag features
double-headed zippers with zipper pulls on both compartments for
easy access.
•
•
•

Made of rip-stop nylon, for durability, and to prevent tearing
Sewn-in handle for carrying or hanging
Dimensions: 10” x 15” x 4”
(25.4 cm x 38.1 cm x 10 cm)
• 6/case
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#2021

STUFF BAG

Made from 210D nylon with a round bottom, our Stuff Bags allow
for maximum storage. Features a polyurethane coating for water
repellency and includes a hemmed storm flap with a sewn-in drawstring ensuring your gear stays dry.
• Assorted colors: blue, black, green

#8210 - Stuff Bag (Small)*

#8214 - Stuff Bag (Large)*

• Size: 10” x 20” long
(26 cm x 52 cm)
• 12/case

• Size: 14” x 30” long
(35.5 cm x 76 cm)
• 12/case

#8212 - Stuff Bag (Medium)*
• Size: 12” x 22” long
(30.5 cm x 56 cm)
• 12/case

#9869

#8233

DITTY BAG SET

This set is polyurethane coated
for water repellency and features
70D nylon with a squared bottom,
ideal for organizing and storing
smaller items.
• Polyurethane coated, water repellent
• Includes one each of the following:
6” x 13” (15.2 cm x 33 cm), 5” x 11” (12.7
cm x 28 cm), 4” x 9” (10 cm x 23 cm)
• 12/case

THREE PIECE MESH DITTY BAG SET

Three sizes of polyester mesh bags, each with a drawstring closure and
cord lock, make this set useful for storing and organizing small products.
• Set includes one: 6” x 13”
(15.2 cm x 33 cm), 5” x 11”
(12.7 cm x 28 cm), 4” x 9”
(10 cm x 23 cm)
• 12/case

#1770

LOG CARRIER

A large sturdy tote, this carrier is ideal for moving firewood and other
gear from point A to point B. The durable cotton canvas features
continuous loop polyester webbing straps reinforced to enhance their
strength. It's great for use at the campsite, cabin, home, and the RV.
•
•
•
•
•

100% cotton canvas, 100% polyester webbing straps
Closed ends keep debris from falling out
Strong continuous loop polyester handles fasten together with a hook and loop closure
Dimensions 25”L x 12”W x 22”H (63.5 cm x 30.5 cm x 56 cm)
4/case

#0118

ORGANIZER BAGS

Nylon backs with mesh fronts aid
in ventilation and easy location
of items in these organizer bags.
All three include a hanger loop
and zipper closure.
• Set contains one of each: 12” x 10”
(30.5 cm x 25.4 cm), 10” x 8” (25.4 cm
x 20.3 cm), 7.5” x 3.5” (19 cm x 8.9 cm)
• 12/case
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COMPRESSION SACK

Four straps with buckles allow for evenly compressed gear in half of
the typically required space. Featuring a flip-top lid to prevent straps
from tangling, it sports a handy grab handle on top for transporting.
The unique self-storing pocket design stows the sack into a small flat
disc making it easy to store when not in use.
• Material: 70D nylon sides with 210D nylon top and bottom

#1116 - 10 L Compression Sack
• 7” x 16” (1 7.8 cm x 40.6 cm)
• 6/case

#1118 - 15 L Compression Sack
• 8” x 18” (20.3 cm x 45.7 cm)
• 6/case

#1123 - 30 L Compression Sack
• 10.5” x 23” (26.7 cm x 58.4 cm)
• 6/case

#8230

UTILITY BAG

These utility bags are lightweight and ideal for a familysized sleeping bag carrier or for
bulky gear, clothing and laundry.
The polyurethane coated 70D
nylon is water repellent and
features a sewn-in draw-string
and a round bottom.
•
•
•
•

Size: 14” x 30” (35.5 cm x 76 cm)
Polyurethane coated, water repellent
Assorted colors: blue, black, green
12/case

#8814

SLEEPING BAG
CARRIER

This carrier makes storage
of sleeping bags, bulky gear,
clothing and laundry quick and
easy. The polyurethane coated,
70D nylon bag features a sewn in
drawstring and a round bottom.
• Size: 22” x 36” (56 cm x 91.5 cm)
• Polyurethane coated, water repellent
• 12/case

#8319

DUNK BAG

The nylon mesh construction of
this bag will not mildew, rot, or
retain odors. It has a sewn in drawstring to securely hold contents.
• Size: 19” x 23” (48 cm x 58 cm)
• 6/case
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#9856

LAUNDRY BAG

Washable natural cotton with a
sewn in drawstring and convenient
cord-lok make this laundry bag
an essential item for any family
camping trip.
• Size: 22” x 36” (56 cm x 91.5 cm)
• 6/case

WATERPROOF / WATER RESISTANT STORAGE
ALUMINUM CAPSULES

This compact capsule is great for transporting small contents with
easy access. From money to repair kits to first aid kits, these capsules
will find a place on every outing.
• O-ring ensures complete watertight closure
• Great for any small contents, kits, money
• Securely attaches with carabiner

#1970 - Small Silver Aluminum
Capsule

#1976 - Large Green Aluminum
Capsule

#1973 - Medium Black
Aluminum Capsule

#1979 - X-Large Red Aluminum

• Dimensions: .79” x 2.44” (20 mm x
62 mm)
• 8/case

• Dimensions: .98” x 3.7” (25 mm x
95 mm)
• 6/case

• Dimensions: 1.18” x 4.33” (30 mm x
110 mm)
• 6/case

Capsule
• Dimensions: 1.57” X 5” (40 x 127 mm)
• 4/case

#1970

#1973
#1976

#1979

#9918

ALL-WEATHER
WALLET

PVC construction coupled with
a locking closure provides waterproof protection for hunting/
fishing licenses, permits/receipts,
money and other valuables.
• 4.5" x 6.25" (11.4 cm x 15.9 cm)
• 12/case
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LOAD 'N LOCK

Coghlan’s Load 'N Lock Waterproof Pouch keeps valuables safe on
the water! It's great for camping, boating, kayaking, and more!
•
•
•
•

Hermetically seals out water with secure dual locking tabs
Touch screen sensitive plastic
Includes neck strap and carabiner
Floats

WATER RESISTANT POUCH

These pouches feature strong welded vinyl construction with
convenient hook and loop closures for reliable water resistance.
#8415 Water Resistant Pouch (Small)

• Size: 5” x 7” (12.5 cm x 18 cm)
• 12/case

#1350 - Load ‘N Lock 4” x 7”

#8416 Water Resistant Pouch (Medium)

• 10.1 cm x 17.8 cm
• 6/case

• Size: 7” x 10” (18 cm x 25 cm)
• 12/case

#1352 - Load ‘N Lock 6" x 8"

• 15.2 cm x 20.3 cm
• 4/case

#8417 Water Resistant Pouch (Large)

#1354 - Load ‘N Lock 9.5” x 12”

• Size: 10-1/2” x 13-1/2”
(27 cm x 34 cm)
• 12/case

• 24.1 cm x 30.5 cm
• 6/case

#9710 - 3 Piece Set of Water
Resistant Pouches

• Contains: 1 each - small, medium and
large
• 12/case

#1352

#1350

DRY SACK

#1354

Rugged PVC coated 210D Oxford Nylon with sewn, taped seams
make this bag ideally suited for dry storage of gear and clothing
around camp, in boats or backpacks. Featuring hook and loop closure
tabs and a quick-release buckle closure, it also has a round bottom to
maximize volume.
#9921 - 24 L
• 9.5” dia. x 21” (24.3 cm x 53 cm)
• 6/case

#9924 - 44L

• 12” dia. x 24” (30.5 cm x 61 cm)
• 6/case

#9936 - 78 L

• 13” dia. x 36”(33 cm x 91.4 cm)
• 6/case

#8415

#8416

#9710

LIGHTWEIGHT DRY BAG

Made from lightweight 40D rip-stop nylon, these pack down better
than typical dry bag fabrics. They also have fully taped, waterproof
seams. They're ideal for use while backpacking, for adventure travel
or for water sports but are not intended to be submerged underwater.
#1107 - 10 L Lightweight Dry Bag

• 7.5” x 15” (19 cm x 38 cm)
• Red
• 4/case

#1110 - 25 L Lightweight Dry Bag

• 10” x 20” (26 cm x 52 cm)
• Green
• 4/case

#1112 - 55 L Lightweight Dry Bag

• 12” x 30” (30 cm x 76 cm)
• Blue
• 4/case

#1107
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#1110

#1112

LIGHTING
#1540

TENT LIGHT

This light's bright 120 lumen LED bulb provides 360° illumination.
The split hoop handle allows it to be hung almost anywhere and the
durable silicone outer is built to survive bumps and falls.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

120 lumens with 4 brightness levels
40 hour run-time (Low = 40 hrs., High = 20 hrs.)
Water resistant
Anti-slip silicone body
Can be used hanging or sitting on a table
Batteries not included (requires 3 x AAA batteries)
Product dimension: 3” (7.6 cm) height x 4” (10.2 cm) diameter
Weight 99.2 g (3.5 oz.)
4/case

Nested packaging for
extra hook space
#0842

LED MICRO LANTERN

The specially designed conical reflector and bright NichiaTM 5 mm LED
in this lantern illuminate everything within a 6.5’ (2 m) diameter. Water
resistant, it features a positive feel rubber on/off button with flashing
mode for emergencies. It attaches to packs and jackets making for the
ultimate simple, portable light.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Batteries are included.
Size: 2” (5 cm)
Mixed colors: black and green
Battery Life: 25 hrs. continuous on; 50 hrs. flashing.
Replacement batteries: 2 x CR2032 - 3V button cell
6/case

Actual Size
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DYNAMO FLASHLIGHT

It’s the flashlight that never lets you down! Great for the home, car,
camper, boat, or an emergency kit, it uses no batteries and contains 2
super bright LEDs. Cranking the handle for one minute produces up to 7
minutes of continuous, reliable light!
•
•
•
•
•

Size: 1.75” x 1.25”(4.45 cm x 3.18 cm)
Super bright LED lights
Never needs new bulbs or batteries
10 lumens
Fold-away crank handle

#1202 - Dynamo Flashlight (Single)

• 6/case

#1203 - Dynamo Flashlights (Bowl)

• Each flashlight has a UPC sticker
• Quantity: 50 per bowl
• 1 bowl/case

#1202

#1542

TRAILFINDER LED MULTI-LIGHT

Headlamp or flashlight? Can’t decide? No problem with this light.
Featuring a comfortable head band with a pivoting chassis for focus
in any direction, the multi-light can be removed transforming it into
a handheld flashlight. Its simple on/off button allows for easy use
providing bright, reliable light in any situation.
• 20 lumens
• 12 hour run-time
• Battery not included
(requires 1 x AA battery)
• 4/case

#8971

LANTERN HANGER

This convenient hanger offers
a safe and secure non-harmful
way to hang a lantern at any
height, on trees or even posts.
It is quick and easy to attach
requiring no tools.
• Maximum diameter: 19" (48 cm) may be extended to any size with
the addition of cordage
• 6/case

MANTLES

Mantles for liquid fuel and
propane lanterns.
#0130 - Tube
• Qty. 2
• 25/case

#0139 - Double Tie
• Slip-on
• Qty. 2
• 25/case

ALSO GREAT FOR hanging
clothes or towels to dry,
or hanging tools for
quick access
#526

FLINTS

Intended for camp stoves and
lantern lighters, these also fit
most flint-style lighters.
• Contains 10 flints
• 24/case

#8100

FUNNEL

Made of high strength polypropylene with a brass strainer
screen, this funnel is the
simplest, most effective and
mess-free method for filling
stoves and lanterns.
• Diameter: 2.25” (5.7 cm)
• 12/case
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#1203

CARABINERS AND CLIP-ONS
BINERS

Useful for attaching equipment, clothing, keys, tools and more to
packs, canoes, tents or belts. Not intended for climbing.
#0174 - 4 mm Biners
•
•
•
•

1.6" high x 0.86" wide (4.1 cm x 2.2 cm)
Colors: purple, orange, green
2/package
12/case

#9660 - 5 mm Biners
•
•
•
•

1.8" high x 1.02" wide (4.7 cm x 2.6 cm)
Colors: red, blue
2/package
12/case

#9665 - 6 mm Biners
•
•
•
•

2.3" high x 1.25" wide (6 cm x 3.2 cm)
Colors: red, blue
2/package
12/case

#0765 - Bowl of 6 mm Biners

• 2.3" high x 1.25" wide (6 cm x 3.2 cm)
• 174 Biners per Bowl
• 1/case

#0174

#9660

#9565

#0178

#0765

#0178 - 8 mm Biners
•
•
•
•

3.2" high x 1.6" wide (8.1 cm x 4.2 cm)
Colors: red, blue, green
Key ring included
12/case

#0778 - Bowl of 8 mm Biners

• 3.2" high x 1.6" wide (8.1 cm x 4.2 cm)
• 72 Biners per Bowl
• 1/case

#0778
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#0355

MULTI-PACK
BINERS

Made from anodized aluminum,
these are useful for attaching
equipment, clothing, keys, tools
and more to packs, canoes, tents
or belts. Not intended for climbing.
• Contains: 2 - 4 mm, 2 - 6 mm, 1 - 8 mm
• 12/case

#1152

LARGE BINER CARRYING HANDLE

This carabiner has dozens of uses such as carrying multiple grocery
bags, cables and cords. Made from durable aircraft grade aluminum,
it features an extra wide 3” gate and a comfortable grip. Great for
camping, on the job or around the house. It is not intended for climbing.
• Colors: red or blue
• Size: 7.75" x 3.5" (19.7 cm x 8.9 cm)
• 6/case

#0365

BINER WITH
COMPASS
& KEY-RING

This anodized aluminum carabiner
features a spring-loaded closure,
a liquid filled compass, and a
split ring for attaching keys.
• Three assorted colors per case:
purple, gold and green
• 12/case

#9712

ZIPPER PULL
THERMOMETER

This thermometer has both °F
and °C scales and features a
wind-chill chart on the back.
• 12/case

#0572

BINER WITH
BOTTLE CARRIER

Featuring a metal locking collar
with cord loop, the carrier fits
around the neck of any bottle
up to 1.25" wide and includes a
carabiner and key ring for easy
attachment.
• 12/case

#9714

ZIPPER PULL
THERMOMETER W/
COMPASS

This combination compass and
thermometer includes both °F
and °C scales and features a
wind-chill chart on the back.
• 12/case
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RECREATION AND LEISURE
CAMP COMFORT
#2140

SEAT CUSHION

Coghlan's will have you sitting in style and comfort wherever you go
with this this inflatable Seat Cushion. Great for park benches, stadium
seats, picnic tables, hard ground, and many others places. Self-inflates
to half full in seconds, and a few puffs of air inflates completely.
• Storage pouch included
• Soft to the touch material
• Inflates to approximately
11.8” x 15.3” x .86” (30 cm x 39 cm x 2.2 cm)
• Packs to 2.6" x 2.6" x 6.4" (67 mm x 67 mm x 165 mm)
• 4/case

Easy-twist valve
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#2132

NECK PILLOW

Comfortable napping on the go is easy as ever with Coghlan's Neck
Pillow. This inflatable neck pillow features a rapid flow, two-way valve,
so it can be inflated or deflated in seconds. Great for travelling on
airplanes, trains, buses or in the car.
•
•
•
•
•

Storage pouch included
Soft to the touch material
Rapid flow, two-way valve
2-way, quick release neck adjustment strap
Inflates to approximately
10.6” x 12.7” x 3.7” (270 mm x 325 mm x 95 mm)
• Packs down to 2.1” x 2.1” x 3.9”
(55 mm x 55 mm x 100 mm)
• 6/case

Inflate mode

Deflate mode

Neck cord adjusters

#2135

TRAVEL PILLOW

Whether in the tent, RV or anywhere else you're going to set down for
the night, Coghlan's Travel Pillow will have you sleeping in comfort.
With its rapid flow, two-way valve, this pillow will unpack or repack in
seconds from its convenient storage pouch.
•
•
•
•

Storage pouch included
Soft to the touch material
Rapid flow, two-way valve
Inflates to approximately
16.7” x 10.4” x 3.9” (425 mm x 265 mm x 100 mm)
• Packs down to 2.5" x 2.5 " 4.5"
(65 mm x 65 mm x 115 mm)
• 6/case

Inflate mode
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Deflate mode

#9785

#9485

TRIPOD STOOL

This lightweight, compact stool
is made with aluminum alloy legs
and a Cordura® nylon seat and
features a convenient carry strap.
• Height: 15" (38.1 cm)
• Max weight: 220 lbs. (100 kg)
• 4/case

MINI FAN

This battery operated mini fan
has foam blades for safety and
is portable making it ideal for
tucking in a pocket, pack or purse.
• Foam blades are safe and prevent
cuts and damage when contacting
the blades.
• Takes 2 x AA Batteries (not included)
• 12/case

#0140

RECTANGULAR
SLEEPING BAG
LINER

The polyester and cotton blend
of this liner keeps sleeping bags
warmer and drier by wicking
moisture away. Also extends
the life of your sleeping bag.
• Size: 86” x 35” (218 cm x 89 cm)
• 6/case

#1823

TELESCOPIC FLY SWATTER

Ideal for camping, RV excursions and the cabin, this compact fly
swatter is perfectly suited for eliminating pesky flies, mosquitoes, and
other insects. It has a reach of over 18” (45.7 cm) when extended, and
features a comfortable wooden handle and leather strap for hanging
when not in use.
• Dimensions: 11.5” (29 cm) retracted length, 4.125” (10.5 cm) width, 0.75” (1.9 cm) thick
• Weight: 1.6 oz. (45 g)
• 6/case

Shaft extends from
1.75” to 19.25”
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HAMMOCKS
#1750, #1752

SINGLE PARACHUTE HAMMOCK

This hammock is a great addition to any base camp, festival, at the
cabin, or for travel. Compact, it fits inside the integrated stuff sack
which doubles as a pocket for small items. The additional side pocket
is ideal for storing books, tablets, and water bottles. It's available in
blue, or green.
• 70D nylon construction - triple stitched seams for durability
• Holds up to 330 lbs. (149 kg)
• Includes 2 ropes and 2 carabiners that hold up to 1102 lbs.
(500 kg) and are designed to reduce cuts and snags
• Weight with accessories: 24.7 oz. (700 g)
• Packed dimensions: 4.5” wide x 9.5” long (11.4 cm x 24 cm)
• Unfolded dimensions: 5’ wide x 10.5’ long (1.5 m x 3.2 m)
• 4/case

#1750 - Blue

#1752 - Green

5'
10.5'
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#1755, #1759

DOUBLE PARACHUTE HAMMOCK

The double hammock is great for relaxing solo or with a companion in
comfort. Compact, it fits into the integrated stuff sack which doubles
as a pocket for small items. The additional side pocket is ideal for
storing books, tablets, and water bottles. It's available in blue and
grey or orange and grey.
• 70D nylon construction - triple stitched seams for durability
• Holds up to 400 lbs. (181 kg)
• Includes 2 ropes and 2 carabiners that hold up to 1102 lbs. (500 kg) and are
designed to reduce cuts and snags
• Weight with accessories: 28.2 oz. (800 g)
• Packed dimensions: 5.5” wide x 9” long(13.9 cm x 22.8 cm)
• Unfolded dimensions: 6.5’ wide x 10.5’ long (2 m x 3.2 m)
• 4/case

#1755
Blue/Gray

#1759
Orange/Gray

6.5'

10.5'

#0115

COMPACT
HAMMOCK

This comfortable hammock
features durable polyester netting
and includes wooden spreader
bars which makes getting in and
out a breeze.
•
•
•
•

Supports 250 lbs. (114 kg)
Spreader bars are 21”(53.3 cm) long
Weight: 20.3 oz. (0.57 kg)
6/case

#7880

SPORTSMAN’S
HAMMOCK

Easily fitting in a backpack or
bag, this lightweight, compact
hammock is ideal for the lake,
campground or the RV.
• Length: 8’ (2.4 m) from ring to ring;
includes 5’8” (1.7 m) polypropylene
rope on each end
• Weight: 8 oz. (227 g)
• Capacity: up to 220 lbs. (100 kg)
• 12/case
NOT AVAILABLE IN USA
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#1951

UTILITY TARP

Our Utility Tarp is made of durable polyester treated with a water
repellent coating and taped seams to keep things dry and comfortable
no matter what mother nature throws at you. Fabric loops placed
around the edges of the tarp allow it to be set up with poles, tie-downs
or hung between trees. It functions equally well as a tarp for shelter,
ground cover, as a lean-to, over a hammock or to cover a seating and
cooking area to protect from the elements. Reinforced corners ensure
durability and strength and double stitched webbed loops across
the ridgeline and at the tie-down points allow for taut pitching in any
weather. The included stuff sack holds the tarp and all accessories
simplifying packing, quickly getting you back out on the trail.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dimensions: 9.8' x 9.8' (3 m x 3 m)
Guy lines and pegs included for secure suspension
Packaged dimensions: 5.5" x 5.5" x 9" (14 cm x 14 cm x 22.9 cm)
Weight: 1.09 lbs. (0.5 kg)
Fabric: Waterproof 190T polyester treated with DWR PU2000
Includes: stuff sack, 6 pegs and guy line with tensioners
Color: grey
4/case

#1965

HAMMOCK MOSQUITO SLEEVE

From the back yard to the back country, our Hammock Mosquito
Sleeve has got you covered. Featuring 130 holes/in² mesh, it will block
most flying insects including mosquitos and black flies to ensure
comfort while in the outdoors. Additionally, the reinforced webbing,
included ridge-line rope and a double zipper make setup secure and
convenient. Fitting comfortably over most hammocks, it attaches
simply and quickly by feeding the hammock through the netting from
one end to the other. A quick-cinch toggle closure ensures a snug fit
at both ends for reliable, consistent performance. An integrated stuff
sack allows for easy storage when not in use.
• Fits comfortably over most hammocks
• Dimensions: 11.5' x 4.8' (3.5 m X 1.45 m)
• Packaged dimensions: 5.5" x 5.5" x 9"
(14 cm x 14 cm x 22.9 cm)
• Weight: 1.39 lbs. (0.6 kg)
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• Fabric: 130 holes/in² mesh
• Includes: integrated stuff sack,
ridge line rope
• 4/case
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#1780

HAMMOCK STRAPS

These straps are great for extending the length of the included
hammock ropes, making it easier to hang a hammock in more
locations. They also have a widened nylon sheath, which offers the
best protection from damaging trees.
•
•
•
•

Contains 2 x 9’ (2.7 m) knotted hammock straps
Adjustable length
Pouch included
4/case

#1745

HAMMOCK CARABINERS

These heavy-duty carabiners are the same as the ones included with
parachute hammocks. They were designed with smooth edges for safety
and to reduce the chance of snags and damage to straps and hammocks.
•
•
•
•
•

For connecting hammocks to hammock straps, hooks, or stands.
Made of iron
Hold up to 1102 lbs. (500 kg)
Not intended for climbing
6/case

ALSO GREAT FOR attaching equipment, clothing, keys, tools and
more to packs, canoes, tents or belts.

RECREATION AND LEISURE - HAMMOCKS
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GAMES AND ACTIVITIES
#2185

NET TOSS SET

Coghlan's Net Toss Set is an ultra-portable way to play this classic
beanbag toss game. Using collapsible target nets this game can be
set up anywhere in a matter of seconds. Nets are easily secured in
place with the 4 included steel anchor pegs.
• Includes 2 nets, 2 poles, 4 pole caps, 6 beanbags
(3 red, 3 yellow), 4 anchor pegs, storage pouch
• Each net is 10" (25.4 cm) wide
• Product Dimensions: 10.5” x 11.5” x 1"
(266 mm x 292 mm x 25 mm)
• For ages 6+
• 4/case
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#2174

FIRESIDE STORY DICE

Telling stories by the fire is a tradition as old as camping itself and
Coghlan's wants to bring back that tradition with Fireside Story
Dice. Just roll the dice and make a story based on the symbols that
come up. The best part about this game is that there are no rules.
The symbols can mean whatever you want and are simply meant as
springboards for story ideas. If you need help getting started, the dice
are colored by theme. (i.e. Orange for things, blue for places...) When
the storytelling is done, the dice can be stored in the included durable
tin box.
• Includes wooden 12 dice and storage tin
• Tin measures: 3.75" x 2.74" x .98"
(95 mm x 69 mm x 24 mm)
• For ages 6+
• 6/case

#2172

FIRESIDE GAMING KIT

Play thousands of different games on the go with this kit full of
essential classic gaming items. When the games are over, it all stores
inside the included tin box. Game rules included for Go-Fish, War,
Yatzy, and more.
• Includes 1 deck of cards, 6 wooden dice, 1 note pad, 1 pencil
• Reusable tin box for storage, and game rule sheet also included
• Tin measures: 6.1" x 4.1" x .86"
(155 mm x 105 mm x 21 mm)
• For ages 6+
• 6/case

RECREATION AND LEISURE - GAMES AND ACCESSORIES
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#2180

3-IN-1 TOWER GAME

Coghlan's has put a new twist on the classic tower brick game with
this 3-in-1 game set. Along with the classic tower game, this set can
also be used to play dominoes or a matching game with the symbols
printed on the bricks. Game rules included.
• Includes 54 wooden bricks, cardboard
stacking sleeve, storage pouch
• Stacked tower dimensions: 2.5" x 2.5" x 9"
(63 mm x 63 mm x 228 mm)
• For ages 6+
• 4/case

#2182

3-IN-1 GAME ROLL

Classic gaming on the go is simple and convenient with Coghlan's 3-in1 Game Roll. This set of two game boards and 50 game pieces has
everything you need to play 3 classic board games: Chess, Checkers,
and Pachisi (a.k.a. Ludo or Horse). The game boards are made of felt,
making them easy to clean and easy to store when rolled up.
• Includes checkers/chess game board,
Pachisi Game Board, 32 chess/checkers
pieces, 16 pachisi game pieces, 2 dice,
game piece pouch, storage pouch
• Full kit in stuff sack measures: 3" x 3" x 7.5"
(76 mm x 76 mm x 190 mm)
• For ages 6+
• 4/case
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#2170

SCAVENGER HUNT

#0225

Turn outdoor learning into a fun adventure hike with Coghlan's
Scavenger Hunt. Each set includes two plastic treasure boxes with
removable dividers and, two game cards with pictures of all the
objects to find, like different kinds of leaves or rocks, acorns and
various other items.
• Includes 2 scavenger hunt cases,
and 2 double-sided game cards
• Package dimensions 4" x 7" x 1.92"
(104 mm x 178 mm x 48 mm)
• More game cards available at Coghlans.com
• For ages 6+
• 4/case

LIGHTSTICKS

Featuring heat and flame-free
operation, our light-sticks are
cool to the touch and non-toxic.
A convenient lanyard is included.
• 4/package
• Length: 4" (10.2 cm)
• 12/case

#0240

FOUR FUNCTION
WHISTLE

Featuring a spring-loaded clip
for attaching to a belt, bag or
lanyard, this whistle also includes
a °F and °C scale thermometer,
magnifier, and compass. The
high visibility yellow body makes
it easy to keep track of.
• 6/case

#0238

BINOCULARS

Coghlan’s Binoculars for Kids are
made from sturdy and safe plastic
with large glass lenses that
provide a 4 x 30 magnification.
They feature an adjustable focus
dial and break-away child-safe
lanyard making them perfect for
every adventure.
• 4/case

#0235

SEVEN FUNCTION
BINOCULARS

These feature seven separate
functions for looking and
learning: binoculars, monocular/
spyglass, magnifier, compass,
stereoscope and signal mirror.
The binoculars can be adjusted
with the thumb wheel.
• 6/case

#0237

KID’S BUG EYE
HEADLIGHT

This headlight is compact, lightweight and designed just for
kids. Powered by a bright white
LED that never needs replacing,
it has a comfortable elastic head
strap and is perfect for kids who
love the outdoors!
• Replacement batteries: 2 x CR 2032
• Weatherproof
• 4/case

RECREATION AND LEISURE - GAMES AND ACCESSORIES
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ACCESSORY BOWLS

#0760

BOWL OF BEAR BELLS

Attaching to clothing or a pack with a hook and loop strap, movement
causes a steady ringing to warn animals of your presence. A magnetic
strap eliminates noise when not in use.
• Warns animals or people of your presence
while trail walking or riding
• Each bell has a UPC sticker
• Mixed colors: red and yellow
• Quantity: 20 per bowl
• 1/case

#1408

BOWL OF PARACORD BRACELETS

With a break strength of 550 lbs., these bracelets are the ultimate
survival tool! They can be used for many things including: first aid,
repairing gear and fishing.
• 0.75” (1.9 cm) wide and contains 9'
• (2.7 m) of paracord
• 100% nylon outer shell with 7 inner
strands made from 3 nylon filaments
• Quality 0.6" (15 mm) plastic buckle
• Bracelets unravel in seconds!
• 4 popular color combinations: tan,
olive drab, tan/black, olive drab/black
• Quantity: 24 per bowl
• 1/case

#0765

6 MM BOWL O’ BINERS

Useful for attaching equipment, clothing, keys, tools and more to
packs, canoes, tents or belts. Not intended for climbing.
• 2.3" high x 1.25" wide (6 cm x 3.2 cm)
• 174 Biners per Bowl
• 1/case

#0778

8 MM BOWL O’ BINERS

Useful for attaching equipment, clothing, keys, tools and more to
packs, canoes, tents or belts. Not intended for climbing.
• 3.2" high x 1.6" wide (8.1 cm x 4.2 cm)
• 72 Biners per Bowl
• 1/case

#1203

BOWL OF DYNAMO FLASHLIGHTS

It’s the flashlight that never lets you down! Great for the home, car,
camper, boat, or an emergency kit, it uses no batteries and contains
2 super bright LEDs. Cranking the handle for one minute produces up
to 7 minutes of continuous, reliable light!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Size: 1.75” x 1.25”(4.45 cm x 3.18 cm)
Super bright LED lights
Never needs new bulbs or batteries
10 lumens
Fold-away crank handle
Each flashlight has a UPC sticker
Quantity: 50 per bowl
1 bowl/case

#1236

BOWL OF TRAIL COMPASSES

This perfect backpacker’s compass allows for quick bearing checks
as it easily clips to a zipper or backpack. It features a rotating bezel
with direction setting arrow.
•
•
•
•
•

Liquid filled
Each compass has a UPC
Mixed colors: black, blaze orange, and lime.
90 compasses per bowl
1/case

#0045

FOUR FUNCTION WHISTLES (BOWL)

Including a whistle, magnifier, compass, and °F and °C scale
thermometer, this unit also features a quick-attach clip for belts and
lanyards.
•
•
•
•

Each whistle has a UPC sticker
Mixed colors: black, blaze orange and lime
42 Whistles per bowl
1/case

#1168

BOWL OF PIN-ON COMPASSES

This liquid filled ball-type compass assures the dial is always upright.
It features a luminous directional arrow and sturdy brass pin.
• Each compass has a UPC
• 100 compasses/bowl
• 1/case

ACCESSORY BOWLS
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PRODUCT INDEX
NEW ITEMS FOR 2021
Item #

Page #

Description

Case Pack

UPC

2125

7, 36

Bear Bell with Carabiner

12

0 5638902125 9

2132

11, 92

Neck Pillow

6

0 5638902132 7

2135

11, 92

Travel Pillow

6

0 5638902135 8

2140

12, 91

Seat Cushion

4

0 5638902140 2

2150

12, 47

Rain Cover

4

0 5638902150 1

2155

7, 21

Silicone Straws (4-Pack)

8

0 5638902155 6

2159

6, 13

Water Pump (USB Rechargeable)

4

0 5638902159 4

2170

9, 101

Scavenger Hunt

4

0 5638902170 9

2172

8, 99

Fireside Gaming Kit

6

0 5638902172 3

2174

8, 99

Fireside Story Dice

6

0 5638902174 7

2180

10, 100

3-in-1 Tower Game

4

0 5638902180 8

2182

10, 100

3-in-1 Game Roll

4

0 5638902182 2

2185

9, 98

Net Toss Set

4

0 5638902185 3

COMPLETE PRODUCT LIST
Description

Case Pack

UPC

Item #

Page #

0425

37

Description
Bear Bell

Case Pack
12

0 5638900425 2

UPC

0433

65

Bungee Clothesline

6

0 5638900433 7

0448

34

Compass with L.E.D.

6

0 5638900448 1

0450

41

Camp Heat

12

0 5638900450 4

0466

38

Six Function Whistle

6

0 5638900466 5

504D

27

Camp Stove Toaster

6

0 5638900504 4

511A

14

Egg Holder

12

0 5638900511 2

512

63

20" Stretch Cords - pkg of 2

12

0 5638900512 9

513

63

33" Stretch Cord

12

0 5638900513 6

514

63

40" Stretch Cord

12

0 5638900514 3

515

63

50" Stretch Cord

12

0 5638900515 0

516

63

10" Mini Stretch Cords - pkg of 4

6

0 5638900516 7

0520

77

Razor Cover

12

0 5638900520 4

526

88

Coghlan's Flints - pkg of 10

24

0 5638900526 6

527

22

Tablecloth Clamps - pkg of 6

12

0 5638900527 3

529

30

Waterproof Matches, 10 box pack

120

0 5638900529 7

546

32

Match Holder

12

0 5638900546 4

0562

66

Pocket Sierra Saw

6

0 5638900562 4

0563

53

Youth Bug Jacket

6

0 5638900563 1

0572

90

Biner with Bottle Carrier

12

0 5638900572 3

Item #

Page #

0002

43

Pack II First Aid Kit

6

0 5638900002 5

0573

29

Wind Resistant Lighter

6

0 5638900573 0

0015

45

Tick Remover

12

0 5638900015 5

0621

79

Tissue on the Go -Single pack - Bulk

24

0 5638900621 8

0020

61

50' Polypropylene Rope

12

0 5638900020 9

0622

79

Tissue on the Go - pkg of 2

6

0 5638900622 5

0036

16

Bottle Carrier

12

0 5638900036 0

650

78

Camping Mirror

12

0 5638900650 8

0044

38

Four Function Whistle

12

0 5638900044 5

655

21

Collapsible Tumblers - pkg of 2

12

0 5638900655 3

0045

38, 103

Bowl of Four Function Whistles (42)

42

0 5638900045 2

657

77

Toothbrush Holders - pkg of 2

6

0 5638900657 7

0047

41

Disposable Foot Warmers - pkg of 4

12

0 5638900047 6

658

78

Soap Holder

12

0 5638900658 4

0048

41

Disp. Foot Warmers - Bulk - 25 pkgs

25

0 5638900048 3

0660

22

Picnic Combo Pack

6

0 5638900660 7

0055

53

Bug Jacket - Small

6

0 5638900055 1

0661

73

Handy Duct Tape

12

0 5638900661 4

0057

53

Bug Jacket - Medium

6

0 5638900057 5

0680

22

Tablecloth Weights

6

0 5638900680 5

0059

53

Bug Jacket - Large

6

0 5638900059 9

0690

81

Inside/Outside Tent Mat

6

0 5638900690 4

0061

53

Bug Jacket - Extra Large

6

0 5638900061 2

701

61

Poly Cord - White - 50'

6

0 5638900701 7

0064

53

Bug Pants - Small

6

0 5638900064 3

702

42

G.I. Can Opener

12

0 5638900702 4

0066

53

Bug Pants - Medium

6

0 5638900066 7

703

74

Tent Repair Kit

12

0 5638900703 1
0 5638900704 8

0068

53

Bug Pants - Large

6

0 5638900068 1

704

66

Sportsman's Saw

12

0070

53

Bug Pants - Extra Large

6

0 5638900070 4

705

63

Guy Line Adapters - pkg of 4

12

0 5638900705 5

0072

15

Multi-Grill Shaker

12

0 5638900072 8

706

72

Grommets - pkg of 8

12

0 5638900706 2

0077

68

Machete with Sheath

6

0 5638900077 3

707

61

Poly Cord - Orange - 50'

12

0 5638900707 9

0088

34

Combination Compass

6

0 5638900088 9

711

73

Nylon Repair Tape

12

0 5638900711 6

0115

95

Compact Hammock

6

0 5638900115 2

712

73

Vinyl Repair Tape

12

0 5638900712 3

0118

83

Organizer Bags

12

0 5638900118 3

714

78

Stainless Steel Mirror

12

0 5638900714 7

0130

88

Mantles - Clip-On Tube - pkg of 2

25

0 5638900130 5

720

23

Chow Kit (Knife, Fork & Spoon Set)

36

0 5638900720 8

Mantles - Double Tie - pkg of 2

25

0 5638900139 8

721BP

23

Chow Kit (Knife, Fork & Spoon Set)

12

0 5638900721 5

Sleeping Bag Liner - Rectangular

6

0 5638900140 4

725

30

Piezoelectric Camp Stove Lighter

12

0 5638900725 3

0139

88

0140

79, 93

0150

31

Fire Lighters

6

0 5638900150 3

0741

15

2 L. Bota Bag

6

0 5638900741 3

0160

54

Head Net - No-See-Um

6

0 5638900160 2

0744

17

Cast Iron Camp Cooker

3

0 5638900744 4

0170

80

Deluxe Camp Towel - 40" x 18"

12

0 5638900170 1

0751

62

20" Stretch Strap

6

0 5638900751 2

0174

89

Mini-Biners - 4 mm

12

0 5638900174 9

0752

62

30" Stretch Strap

6

0 5638900752 9

0178

89

Mini-Biner - 8 mm

12

0 5638900178 7

0753

62

40" Stretch Strap

6

0 5638900753 6

0180

74

1" Quick Release Buckles

12

0 5638900180 0

0754

62

50" Stretch Strap

6

0 5638900754 3

0181

65

Clothesline - 25' x 3/16"

12

0 5638900181 7

0756

36

Red Magnetic Bear Bell

6

0 5638900756 7

0194

72

Tent Pole Repair Kit

12

0 5638900194 7

0757

36

Blue Magnetic Bear Bell

6

0 5638900757 4

0196

72

Replacement Shock Cord

12

0 5638900196 1

0758

36

Yellow Magnetic Bear Bell

6

0 5638900758 1

0205

72

Nylon Tent Repair Kit

12

0 5638900205 0

0760

36, 103

Bowl of Bear Bells (20)

20

0 5638900760 4

0225

76, 101

4" Lightsticks for Kids - pkg of 4

12

0 5638900225 8

0765

89, 103

6 mm Bowl O'Biners - 174 biners

174

0 5638900765 9

0235

101

Seven-Function Binoculars For Kids

6

0 5638900235 7

0778

89, 103

8 mm Bowl O'Biners - 72 biners

72

0 5638900778 9
0 5638900809 0

0237

101

Bug-Eye Headlight for Kids

4

0 5638900237 1

0809

71

110/120V Electric Air Pump

4

0238

101

Binoculars for Kids

4

0 5638900238 8

812A

14

Egg Holder

12

0 5638900812 0

0240

101

Four Function Whistle for Kids

6

0 5638900240 1

0813

71

4.8V Rechargeable Air Pump

4

0 5638900813 7

0242

48

Poncho for Kids

12

0 5638900242 5

0815

71

12V DC Electric Air Pump

4

0 5638900815 1

0302

63

Sleeping Bag Bungee Cords

12

0 5638900302 6

0817

71

4D Battery Air Pump

4

0 5638900817 5

0355

90

Multi-Pack Biners

12

0 5638900355 2

0819

71

Bellows Foot Pump

4

0 5638900819 9

0365

90

Biner with Compass and Key Ring

12

0 5638900365 1

0829

30

Disposable Flex Lighter

12

0 5638900829 8
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Item #

Page #

0842

87

Description

LED Micro Lantern

Case Pack
6

0 5638900842 7

UPC

Item #

Page #

1542

88

Description
Trailfinder LED Multi-Light

Case Pack

UPC

4

0 5638901542 5

0844

37

Safety Whistle

12

0 5638900844 1

1577

68

Extendible Fire Poker

4

0 5638901577 7

860BP

73

Rubber Repair Kit

12

0 5638900860 1

1609

57

7" Steel Tent Pegs - PKGD

12

0 5638901609 5

0902

23

Cooler Light

6

0 5638900902 8

1610

57

7" Steel Tent Pegs - BULK

80

0 5638901610 1

0903

23

Cooler Dry

6

0 5638900903 5

1627

22

S.S. Tablecloth Clamps

6

0 5638901627 9

0905

37

Sight-Grid Signal Mirror

6

0 5638900905 9

1630

61

Reflective Guy Line - 2.5mm

4

0 5638901630 9

936BP

15

Salt & Pepper Shaker

4

0 5638900936 3

1652

14

Odor Proof Storage Bags - 6" x 6.5"

6

0 5638901652 1

940BP

32

Waterproof Matches - pk of 4

12

0 5638900940 0

1654

14

Odor Proof Storage Bags - 8.5" x 10"

6

0 5638901654 5

1000

57

Ultralight Tent Stakes

6

0 5638901000 0

1656

14

Odor Proof Storage Bags - 12" x 16"

6

0 5638901656 9

1001

57

Ultralight Tent Stakes - Bulk

100

0 5638901001 7

1660

23

Picnic Plate

6

0 5638901660 6

1005

30

Flint Striker

6

0 5638901005 5

1713

70

Mini Pop-Up Trash Can

4

0 5638901713 9

1009

56

Skewer Pegs - 9"

12

0 5638901009 3

1715

70

Pop-Up Recycle Bin

4

0 5638901715 3

1010

56

Skewer Pegs - 9" - Bulk

100

0 5638901010 9

1745

97

Hammock Biner 2-Pack

6

0 5638901745 0

1012

14

Egg Holder - 2 size

6

0 5638901012 3

1750

94

SNGL Parachute Hammock Blue

4

0 5638901750 4

1014

74

Tarp Clips

8

0 5638901014 7

1752

94

SNGL Parachute Hammock Green

4

0 5638901752 8

1018

37

Orange Trail Tape

6

0 5638901018 5

1755

95

DBL Parachute Hammock B/Grey

4

0 5638901755 9

1107

86

10L Lightweight Dry Bag

4

0 5638901107 6

1759

95

DBL Parachute Hammock O/G

4

0 5638901759 7

1110

86

25L Lightweight Dry Bag

4

0 5638901110 6

1770

83

Log Carrier

4

0 5638901770 2

1112

86

55L Lightweight Dry Bag

4

0 5638901112 0

1775

19

Roasting Sticks

12

0 5638901775 7

1116

84

10L Compression Sack

6

0 5638901116 8

1780

97

Hammock Tree Straps

4

0 5638901780 1

1118

84

15L Compression Sack

6

0 5638901118 2

1802

57

Twist Anchor (Bulk)

24

0 5638901802 0

1123

84

30L Compression Sack

6

0 5638901123 6

1803

57

Twist Anchor (Single)

8

0 5638901803 7

1130

20

Heavy Duty Camp Grill

3

0 5638901130 4

1812

56

15" Nail Peg

6

0 5638901812 9

1152

90

Large Biner Carry Handle

6

0 5638901152 6

1814

25

Stainless Steel Family Cookset

2

0 5638901814 3

1160

65

Pack Axe

4

0 5638901160 1

1819

70

Deluxe Pop-Up Trash Can

4

0 5638901819 8

1168

35, 103

100

0 5638901168 7

1823

93

Telescopic Fly Swatter

6

0 5638901823 5

1170

32

Windproof/Waterproof Storm Matches

6

0 5638901170 0

1824

25

Hard Anodized Al. Cookset

2

0 5638901824 2

1202

88

Dynamo Flashlight

6

0 5638901202 8

1880

54

Compact Mosquito Head Net

6

0 5638901880 8

1203

88, 103

Bowl of Dynamo Flashlights (50)

50

0 5638901203 5

1882

54

Compact Mosquito Head Net (Bulk)

12

0 5638901882 2

1205

16

Collapsible Water Container

6

0 5638901205 9

1905

26

Silicone Handle Grip

8

0 5638901905 8

1210

23

4 Person Camper's Tableware

4

0 5638901210 3

1930

24

Mess Kit

4

0 5638901930 0

1212

23

Plate - 9.75 inch (Polypropylene) - Bulk

12

0 5638901212 7

1950

78

Silicone Bottles (3-Pack)

4

0 5638901950 8

1216

23

Cup - 12 oz (Polypropylene) - Bulk

12

0 5638901216 5

1951

48, 96

Utility Tarp

4

0 5638901951 5

1217

23

Bowl - 6.5 inch (Polypropylene) - Bulk

12

0 5638901217 2

1955

78

Clear Silicone Bottle

6

0 5638901955 3
0 5638901956 0

Bowl of Pin-On Compasses (100)

1219

70

Pop-Up Camp Trash Can

4

0 5638901219 6

1956

78

Blue Silicone Bottle

6

1230

20

Camper's S'mores Grill

6

0 5638901230 1

1957

78

Green Silicone Bottle

6

0 5638901957 5

1235

35

Trail Compass

12

0 5638901235 6

1965

50

Hammock Mosquito Sleeve

4

0 5638901965 2

1236

35, 103

Bowl of Trail Compasses (90)

90

0 5638901236 3

1966

21

Picnic Blanket

6

0 5638901966 9

1240

39

Emergency Survival Horn

6

0 5638901240 0

1970

85

Aluminum Capsule (Small)

8

0 5638901970 6

1305

27

3 pc. Nylon Utensil Set

4

0 5638901305 6

1973

85

Aluminum Capsule (Medium)

6

0 5638901973 7

1340

28

Stainless Steel Coffee Pot - 9 Cup

4

0 5638901340 7

1976

85

Aluminum Capsule (Large)

6

0 5638901976 8

1342

28

Stainless Steel Coffee Pot - 12 Cup

4

0 5638901342 1

1979

85

Aluminum Capsule (X-Large)

4

0 5638901979 9
0 5638901985 0

1346

28

Aluminum Coffee Pot - 9 Cup

4

0 5638901346 9

1985

35

Carabiner Compass

6

1350

86

Load 'N Lock WP Pouch 4" x 8"

6

0 5638901350 6

2019

82

Small Packing Cube

6

0 5638902019 1

1352

86

Load 'N Lock WP Pouch 5.5" x 8"

4

0 5638901352 0

2020

82

Medium Packing Cube

6

0 5638902020 7

1354

86

Load 'N Lock WP Pouch 9.5" x 12"

6

0 5638901354 4

2021

82

Large Packing Cube

6

0 5638902021 4

1360

60

Utility Cord - 3 mm

12

0 5638901360 5

2025

82

Wet/Dry Bag

6

0 5638902025 2

1365

60

Utility Cord - 5 mm

12

0 5638901365 0

2032

79

Medium Microfiber Towel

4

0 5638902032 0

1370

60

Utility Cord - 7 mm

12

0 5638901370 4

2034

79

Large Microfiber Towel

4

0 5638902034 4

1375

60

Utility Rope - 6 mm

12

0 5638901375 9

2036

80

Cooling Towel

6

0 5638902036 8

1390

40

Emergency Survival Poncho

6

0 5638901390 2

2044

17

Cast Iron Double Camp Cooker

3

0 5638902044 3

1406

60

Paracord Bracelet

8

0 5638901406 0

2045

18

Cast Iron Broiler

3

0 5638902045 0

1408

60, 103

Bowl of Paracord Bracelets (24)

24

0 5638901408 4

2046

18

Cast Iron Double Broiler

3

0 5638902046 7

1414

39

Air Horn - 1.4 oz

4

0 5638901414 5

2060

65

Hatchet

4

0 5638902060 3

1424

31

Fire Disc (24) - Display

24

0 5638901424 4

2070

64

Anchor Clips (4-Pack)

12

0 5638902070 2

1426

31

Fire Disc

6

0 5638901426 8

2071

64

Anchor Clip Set

6

0 5638902071 9

1450

59

Paracord 50' - Black

4

0 5638901450 3

2080

14

5 L Collapsible Bucket

4

0 5638902080 1

1452

59

Paracord 50' - Tan

4

0 5638901452 7

2081

14

10 L Collapsible Bucket

4

0 5638902081 8

1454

59

Paracord 50' - Olive Drab

4

0 5638901454 1

2082

13

Collapsible Sink

4

0 5638902082 5

1456

59

Paracord 50' - Neon Orange

4

0 5638901456 5

2094

77

Silicone Toothbrush Covers

6

0 5638902094 8

1490

72

Fiberglass Tent Pole Repair Kit

6

0 5638901490 9

2125

7, 36

Bear Bell with Carabiner

12

0 5638902125 9

1530

64

Gear Lock

4

0 5638901530 2

2132

11, 92

Neck Pillow

6

0 5638902132 7

1540

87

Tent Light

4

0 5638901540 1

2135

11, 92

Travel Pillow

6

0 5638902135 8
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PRODUCT INDEX
Item #

Page #

Description

2140

12, 91

Seat Cushion

2150

12, 47

Rain Cover

2155

7, 21

Silicone Straws (4-Pack)

2159

6, 13

Water Pump (USB Rechargeable)

2170

9, 101

2172

Case Pack

Item #

Page #

0 5638902140 2

8415

86

Water Resistent Pouch 5" x 7"

12

0 5638908415 5

4

0 5638902150 1

8416

86

Water Resistent Pouch 7" x 10"

12

0 5638908416 2

8

0 5638902155 6

8417

86

Water Resistent Pouch 10.5" x 13.5"

12

0 5638908417 9

4

0 5638902159 4

8424

62

24" Arno Straps - pkg of 2

12

0 5638908424 7

Scavenger Hunt

4

0 5638902170 9

8436

62

36" Arno Straps - pkg of 2

12

0 5638908436 0

8, 99

Fireside Gaming Kit

6

0 5638902172 3

8448

62

48" Arno Straps - pkg of 2

12

0 5638908448 3

2174

8, 99

Fireside Story Dice

6

0 5638902174 7

8460

62

60" Arno Straps - pkg of 2

12

0 5638908460 5

2180

10, 100

3-in-1 Tower Game

4

0 5638902180 8

8501

78

Featherweight Mirror

12

0 5638908501 5

2182

10, 100

3-in-1 Game Roll

4

0 5638902182 2

8509

46

Tub Candles - pkg of 6

12

0 5638908509 1
0 5638908512 1

4

UPC

Description

Case Pack

UPC

2185

9, 98

Net Toss Set

4

0 5638902185 3

8512

65

Laundry Reel

12

7600

68

Folding Scissors

12

0 5638907600 6

8525

15

Contain-Alls

12

0 5638908525 1

7604

62

Utility Strap - 4'

12

0 5638907604 4

8544

40

Thermal Blanket

4

0 5638908544 2

7605A

15

Squeeze Tubes - pkg of 2

12

0 5638907605 1

8607

31

Fire Paste

12

0 5638908607 4

7606

62

Utility Strap - 6'

12

0 5638907606 8

8623

16

Food Cover

12

0 5638908623 4

7608

62

Utility Strap - 8'

12

0 5638907608 2

8634

37

Survival Aid .

4

0 5638908634 0

7610

62

Utility Strap - 10'

12

0 5638907610 5

8647

31

Tinder Kit

12

0 5638908647 0

7615

45

Candles - Bulk

No UPC

8649

31

Tinder - pkg of 10

12

0 5638908649 4

7615BP

45

Candles - pkg of 5

12

0 5638907615 0

8652

34

Wrist Compass

12

0 5638908652 4

4

0 5638908674 6

448

7620

39

Drinking Water Tablets

12

0 5638907620 4

8674

45

Emergency Candles - pkg of 2

7640

26

Non-stick Two Burner Griddle

6

0 5638907640 2

8675

45

Emergency Candles - Bulk

160

No UPC

7735

38

Wilderness Whistle

6

0 5638907735 5

8686

49

Mosquito Coils

12

0 5638908686 9

7760

26

Pot Holder

12

0 5638907760 7

8688

49

Mosquito Coil Holder

12

0 5638908688 3

7870

30

Magnesium Fire Starter

12

0 5638907870 3

8746

32

Plastic Match Box

6

0 5638908746 0

7880

95

Sportsman's Hammock

12

0 5638907880 2

8760

42

Tube Tent

12

0 5638908760 6

7890

62

Sleeping Bag Straps - pkg of 2

6

0 5638907890 1

8765

42

Survival Bag

12

0 5638908765 1

7920

22

Tablecloth

12

0 5638907920 5

8770

20

Pack Grill

6

0 5638908770 5

7925

45

Snake Bite Kit

12

0 5638907925 0

8775

20

Camp Grill

4

0 5638908775 0

7940

31

Fire Sticks - pkg of 12

6

0 5638907940 3

8797

41

Disposable Hand Warmers - pkg of 4

12

0 5638908797 2

7945

69

Sharpening Stone

12

0 5638907945 8

8797B

41

Disposable Hand Warmers - Bulk

60

0 5638908798 9

8041

65

Clothes Clips - pkg of 8

12

0 5638908041 6

8797BD

41

Disposable Hand Warmers - Display

100

0 5638908798 9

8043

44

Foot Care Kit

12

0 5638908043 0

8811

73

Snap Fastener Kit

12

0 5638908811 5

8045

74

Cord-Lok - pkg of 2

12

0 5638908045 4

8812

73

Grommet Kit

12

0 5638908812 2

8046

56

Aluminum Tent Pegs - pkg of 4

12

0 5638908046 1

8814

84

Sleeping Bag Carrier

12

0 5638908814 6

8047

56

Aluminum Tent Pegs - Bulk

100

0 5638908047 8

8820

80

Brass Padlock - 20 mm

12

0 5638908820 7

8048

35

Pocket Compass

12

0 5638908048 5

8830

80

Brass Padlock - 30 mm

12

0 5638908830 6

8100

88

Funnel

12

0 5638908100 0

8880

72

Airstop

12

0 5638908880 1

8125

45

Sting Relief

12

0 5638908125 3

8901

66

Folding Saw

6

0 5638908901 3

8150

73

Screen Patches

12

0 5638908150 5

8908

68

Safety Scissors

12

0 5638908908 2

8160

35

Pocket Compass

12

0 5638908160 4

8915

79

Toilet Seat Covers - pkg of 10

24

0 5638908915 0

8162

34

Map Compass

6

0 5638908162 8

8941

54

Mosquito Head Net

12

0 5638908941 9

8164

34

Lensatic Compass

12

0 5638908164 2

8945

66

Sierra Saw Blade

6

0 5638908945 7

8205

74

Sewing Kit

12

0 5638908205 2

8950

15

Bota Bag

12

0 5638908950 1

8210

83

Stuff Bag - 10" dia x 20"

12

0 5638908210 6

8971

88

Lantern Hanger

6

0 5638908971 6

8212

83

Stuff Bag - 12" dia x 22"

12

0 5638908212 0

8973

19

Extension Fork

12

0 5638908973 0

8214

83

Stuff Bag - 14" dia x 30"

12

0 5638908214 4

8975

19

Toaster Forks - pkg of 4

12

0 5638908975 4

8230

84

Utility Bag - 14" dia x 30"

12

0 5638908230 4

8977

19

Skewers - pkg of 4

12

0 5638908977 8

8233

83

Ditty Bag Set

12

0 5638908233 5

8981

18

Deluxe Broiler

6

0 5638908981 5

8235

40

Emergency Blanket

12

0 5638908235 9

8982

18

Broiler

6

0 5638908982 2

8236

15

Salt and Pepper Shaker

12

0 5638908236 6

9010

18

Camp Cooker

6

0 5638909010 1

8252

69

Campers Knife

6

0 5638908252 6

9013

29

Refillable Gas Lighter

12

0 5638909013 2

8268

35

Pin-On Compass

12

0 5638908268 7

9050

61

Poly Cord - Camo - 50'

12

0 5638909050 7

8304

66

Commando Saw

12

0 5638908304 2

9060

65

Camp Axe

4

0 5638909060 6

8309

21

Fold-A-Cup

12

0 5638908309 7

9065

67

Folding Shovel

4

0 5638909065 1

8310

56

10" Nail Pegs - pkg of 2

12

0 5638908310 3

9075

46

Citronella Candle

12

0 5638909075 0

8311

56

10" Nail Pegs - Bulk

100

0 5638908311 0

9155

22

Picnic Table Set

6

0 5638909155 9
0 5638909166 5

8312

56

10" Nail Pegs - pkg of 4

12

0 5638908312 7

9166

23

Cutlery Set

12

8319

84

Nylon Dunk Bag - 19" x 23"

6

0 5638908319 6

9173

48

Emergency Poncho - Clear

24

0 5638909173 3

8326

58

Skewer Peg - pkg of 6

12

0 5638908326 4

9173BD

48

Emergency Poncho - Clear - Display

50

0 5638909173 3

12

0 5638909177 1

8327

58

Skewer Peg - Bulk

150

No UPC

9177

79

Toilet Tissue - pkg of 2

8343

81

Money Belt

12

0 5638908343 1

9178

79

Toilet Tissue - Bulk

8400

66

Sierra Saw

6

0 5638908400 1

9195

19

Camp Fork

12

8407

75

Tent Whisk

12

0 5638908407 0

9200

76

Lightsticks - Bulk - Green

50

0 5638909200 6

8408

67

Back Packers Trowel

12

0 5638908408 7

9200BD

76

Lightsticks - Display - Green

50

0 5638909200 6

106
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Item #

Page #

Item #

Page #

9202

76

Description

Lightsticks - Green - pkg of 2

Case Pack
12

0 5638909202 0

UPC

9755

51

Description
Mosquito Net - Single Green

Case Pack
6

0 5638909755 1

UPC
0 5638909760 5

9211

22

Tablecloth Clamps - pkg of 4

12

0 5638909211 2

9760

51

Mosquito Net - Double White

6

9223

16

Expandable Water Carrier - 2 Gallon

6

0 5638909223 5

9765

51

Mosquito Net - Double Green

6

0 5638909765 0

9248

46

Survival Candle

12

0 5638909248 8

9770

50

Travellers Mosquito Net

4

0 5638909770 4

9249

46

Survival Candle - Bulk

12

0 5638909249 5

9775

52

Hikers Mosquito Net

4

0 5638909775 9

9266

48

Poncho - Clear

12

0 5638909266 2

9785

93

Tripod Stool

4

0 5638909785 8

9267

48

Poncho - Orange

12

0 5638909267 9

9801

44

Trek I First Aid Kit

12

0 5638909801 5

9268

48

Poncho - Yellow

12

0 5638909268 6

9802

44

Trek II First Aid Kit

6

0 5638909802 2

9269

48

Poncho - Olive Drab

12

0 5638909269 3

9803

44

Trek III First Aid Kit

6

0 5638909803 9

9306

58

6" ABS Tent Pegs - pkg of 6

12

0 5638909306 5

9806

46

Citronella Tub Candles

12

0 5638909806 0

9307

58

6" ABS Tent Pegs - Bulk

100

0 5638909307 2

9809

57

9" Steel Tent Stakes - Pkgd

12

0 5638909809 1

9309

58

9" ABS Tent Pegs - pkg of 6

12

0 5638909309 6

9810

57

9" Steel Tent Stakes - Bulk

50

0 5638909810 7

9310

58

9" ABS Tent Pegs - Bulk

100

0 5638909310 2

9812

57

12" Steel Tent Stakes - Pkgd

12

0 5638909812 1

9312

58

12" ABS Tent Pegs - pkg of 6

12

0 5638909312 6

9813

57

12" Steel Tent Stakes - Bulk

50

0 5638909813 8

9313

58

12" ABS Tent Pegs - Bulk

100

0 5638909313 3

9815

48

Emergency Bag

12

0 5638909815 2

9316

29

Disposable Gas Lighter

12

0 5638909316 4

9820

76

Lightsticks - Red - pkg of 2

12

0 5638909820 6

9317

29

2 Pk Disposable Lighters

6

0 5638909317 1

9821

76

Lightsticks - Bulk - Red

12

0 5638909821 3

9335

80

Camp Towel 30" x 12"

12

0 5638909335 5

9821BD

76

Lightsticks - Display - Red

50

0 5638909821 3

9340

20

Tri-Pod Grill

4

0 5638909340 9

9830

76

Lightsticks - Blue - pkg of 2

12

0 5638909830 5

9356

63

Stretch Cord Asst. - pkg of 6

6

0 5638909356 0

9831

76

Lightsticks - Bulk - Blue

50

0 5638909831 2

9360

54

Deluxe Head Net

12

0 5638909360 7

9831BD

76

Lightsticks - Display - Blue

50

0 5638909831 2

9365

20

Non-Stick Corn Popper

6

0 5638909365 2

9836

76

Lightsticks - Orange - pkg of 2

12

0 5638909836 7

9420

37

Whistle - plastic

12

0 5638909420 8

9837

76

Lightsticks - Bulk - Orange

50

0 5638909837 4

9425

38

Deluxe Whistle - brass

12

0 5638909425 3

9837BD

76

Lightsticks - Display - Orange

50

0 5638909837 4

9450

23

Duracon Cutlery Set

12

0 5638909450 5

9837HL

76

Lightsticks - Halloween Display

50

0 5638909837 4

9451

23

Duracon Knife - Bulk

50

056389013100

9840

76

Lightsticks - Yellow - pkg of 2

12

0 5638909840 4

9452

23

Duracon Fork - Bulk

50

056389013124

9841

76

Lightsticks - Bulk - Yellow

50

0 5638909841 1

9453

23

Duracon Spoon - Bulk

50

056389013117

9841BD

76

Lightsticks - Display - Yellow

50

0 5638909841 1

9460

59

Mallet, Rubber

6

0 5638909460 4

9845

76

Lightsticks - Assorted - pkg of 4

6

0 5638909845 9

9480

42

Survival Kit

6

0 5638909480 2

9848

76

Lightsticks - 4" Family Pack - pkg of 8

12

0 5638909848 0

9485

93

Mini-Fan

12

0 5638909485 7

9850

42

Survival Kit-In-A-Can

12

0 5638909850 3

9496

58

9" Tent Pegs - pkg of 6

12

0 5638909496 3

9856

84

Laundry Bag

6

0 5638909856 5

9497

58

9" Tent Pegs - Bulk

100

0 5638909497 0

9860

61

Utility Cord

12

0 5638909860 2

9505

69

Army Knife (5 function)

6

0 5638909505 2

9869

83

Mesh Ditty Bag Set

12

0 5638909869 5

9507

69

Army Knife (7 function)

6

0 5638909507 6

9900

37

Signal Mirror - 2" x 3" - Bulk

12

0 5638909900 5

9511

69

Army Knife (11 function)

6

0 5638909511 3

9902

37

Signal Mirror - 2" x 3"

6

0 5638909902 9

9520

45

Tweezer/Magnifier

12

0 5638909520 5

9918

85

Weatherproof Wallet

12

0 5638909918 0

9545

19

Safety Fork

12

0 5638909545 8

9921

86

Dry Sack - 9.5" dia x 21"

6

0 5638909921 0

9547

80

Sew-On Flags (USA)

12

0 5638909547 2

9924

86

Dry Sack - 12" dia x 24"

6

0 5638909924 1

9549

80

Sew-On Flags (Canada)

12

0 5638909549 6

9936

86

Dry Sack - 13" dia x 36"

6

0 5638909936 4

9560

41

Emergency Stove

12

0 5638909560 1

9944

74

Zipper Pulls - pkg of 4

12

0 5638909944 9

9565

41

Fuel Tablets

12

0 5638909565 6

9957

41

Folding Stove

6

0 5638909957 9

9575

68

12 in 1 Scissors

12

0 5638909575 5

9961

15

Multi-Spice

12

0 5638909961 6

9586

39

Drinking Water Treatment

12

0 5638909586 1

9965

78

Camp Shower

4

0 5638909965 4

9613

75

Camp Soap - 2 oz.

12

0 5638909613 4

9617

75

Camp Soap - 4 oz.

4

0 5638909617 2

9640

51

Mosquito Net - SGL White

6

0 5638909640 0

9648

52

Mosquito Netting

12

0 5638909648 6

9660

89

Mini-Biners - 5 mm

12

0 5638909660 8

9665

89

Mini-Biners - 6 mm

12

0 5638909665 3

9670

19

Telescoping Fork

12

0 5638909670 7

9685

34

Map Compass

12

0 5638909685 1

9690

69

Camper's Tool

6

0 5638909690 5

9695

72

Seam Seal

12

0 5638909695 0

9710

86

Waterproof Pouch Set

12

0 5638909710 0

9712

90

Zipper Pull Thermometer

12

0 5638909712 4

9714

90

Zipper Pull Therm./Compass

12

0 5638909714 8

9720

67

Mini Shovel with Pick

4

0 5638909720 9

9725

67

Folding Shovel with Saw

4

0 5638909725 4

9737

16

Expandable Camp Jug - 2 Gallon

6

0 5638909737 7

9740

34

Compass Thermometer

6

0 5638909740 7

9742

59

Plastic Mallet

6

0 5638909742 1

9750

63

Stretch Cord Asst. - pkg of 12

6

0 5638909750 6
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SALES REPRESENTATIVES
USA
Alaska, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Oregon,
Utah, Washington, Wyoming

Currier and Associates

Darrin Currier
12000 NE 227th Ave.
Brush Prairie, WA 98606
PH: (360) 892-3690
FAX: (360) 892-2575
orderdesk@currier-associates.com

Delaware, Kentucky, Maryland, North
Carolina, Washington D.C., Tennessee,
Virginia, West Virginia, Alabama, Georgia,
Florida, Mississippi, South Carolina

Canada

J. David Ripley
P.O. Box 270
Earlysville, VA 22936-0270
PH: (434) 973-7635
FAX: (434) 973-9049
davidr@repfirst.com

Gary Melanson
101 Jules Drive
Woodstock, NB E7M 1Z2
PH: (506) 328-5036
melansongary@hotmail.com

Jamie Martin
309-3223 - 5th Ave. NE
Calgary, Alberta T2A 6E9
PH: (587) 349-8359
Fax: (403) 207-4449

British Columbia

Overseas

Rep First

Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont

Arizona, California, Nevada

Ken Tober & Associates

Jed Clark Sales

Ken Tober
132 Newton Rd.
Springfield, MA 01118
PH: (413) 783-2445
FAX: (413) 782-7932
ken.tober@verizon.net

Jed Clark
910 Skillman Lane
Petaluma, CA. 94952
PH: (415) 939-3431
jed@jedclarksales.com
Hawaii

Western Outdoors
Sports Marketing

New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania

Thomas F. Gowen & Sons

Bob Kotula
23052 Alicia Parkway
Suite H-485
Mission Viejo, CA 92692
PH: (714) 743-8099
FAX: (714) 316-1312
CELL: (714) 743-8099
bobwosports@gmail.com

Tony Gowen
1040 Old Sproul Road
Springfield, PA 19064
PH: (610) 544-3700
FAX: (610) 328-6820
info@tfgowen.com

New Mexico

Coghlan’s Customer Service
121 Irene Street
Winnipeg, MB
Canada R3T 4C7
PH: (204) 284-9550
FAX: (204) 475-4127
coghlans@coghlans.com

Atlantic Canada (NB, NS, NFLD, PEI)

Gary Melanson Sales Agency

Downie Sales

Rob Downie
#302-2280 York ave
Vancouver, B.C. V6C 1C6
PH: (604) 290-1322
downiesales@telus.net
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta

Coghlan’s Customer Service
121 Irene Street
Winnipeg, MB
Canada R3T 4C7
PH: (204) 284-9550
FAX: (204) 475-4127
coghlans@coghlans.com
Ontario

Yates Outdoor Sales

Kevin Yates
59 Clark Street
Collingwood, ON L9Y 0H8
PH: (905) 483-4166
yatesoutdoor@gmail.com
Quebec

Sport Robson

Guillaume Robert
176 A Avenue du Sablon
Bois des Filion, QC J6Z 4X2
PH: (514) 730-4768
guillaumerobert@outlook.com

Arkansas, Louisiana,
Oklahoma, Texas

Canada – National and Regional
Food/Drug Chains

Impact Sales and Marketing /
Van de Water-Raymond

Coghlan’s Customer Service

121 Irene Street
Winnipeg, MB
Canada R3T 4C7
PH: (204) 284-9550
FAX: (204) 475-4127
coghlans@coghlans.com

Military
Forward Edge Marketing

Mandy Letzgus
PO Box 1145
Ringgold, GA 30736
PH: (214) 518-7268
mandy@forwardedgemarketing.net

Hardware
Rowe Marketing, LLC

Rowe Marketing, LLC
Brett Gern
PH: (847) 945-6900
Direct PH: (224) 246-8082
brett-gern@gdhwd.com

Tucker & Associates

Dan Tucker / Lynda Tucker
1008 Chasemore Ct.
Mansfield, TX 76063
PH: (817) 453-2135
FAX: (817) 453-9928
CELL: (817) 832-5599
dptucker@tucker-associates.net
ltucker@tucker-associates.net
Northeast Minnesota

Sports & Leisure Unlimited
Ron Hornig
1250 South White Iron Rd.
Ely, MN 55731
PH/FAX: (218) 365-3067
norosa@frontiernet.net

Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan,
Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota

The Hammond Group

Marc Smith
1630 Colonial Parkway
Inverness, IL 60067
PH: (847) 359-9372
FAX: (847) 359-8832
msmith@hammondgroup.com

ORDER DESK: Toll Free 1-877-264-4526
Coghlan’s Ltd.
121 Irene Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Canada R3T 4C7

Phone: 204-284-9550
Fax: 204-475-4127
E-mail: orderdesk@coghlans.com
www.coghlans.com

Warehouses:
USA: Eagan, Minnesota
Canada: Winnipeg, Manitoba
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